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Proudly Serving Celts in North America Since 1991
The Fairy Ring

O have you seen the fairies dance
Upon a Summer’s night
And watched the gnomes and pixies prance
Whenever the moon is bright
‘Tis splendid fun to see them run
As soon as it grows light
– Eugenie Thornton
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HIGHLIGHTS INSIDE THIS ISSUE
• Six dead, 50 injured after London terror attack
• British PM launches blistering attack on EU
claiming interference in UK general election
• Jimmy McVeigh: Legendary Irish pub owner
still extending hospitality at 86 years of age
• Cathy Murphy: ‘We’ve seen a lot of changes in
Irish immigration trends to Canada in 5 years’

PHOTO: David Cooper

HIGHLAND GAME season is here! Check out all the new
details for the 2017 BC Highland Games in Coquitlam,
B.C.....‘The Games at the End of the Train’
[P. 3 & 10]
ALSO: Exciting news for this year’s Canmore Highland
Games in the heart of the Rockies in Alberta.
[P. 10]

Justin Trudeau rocks
Star Wars socks
MONTREAL – May 4, also known as
‘Star Wars Day’ (“May the 4th”), and
Canadian PM Justin Trudeau lit up social media by wearing two mismatched
Star Wars socks when he met with Irish
Taoiseach Enda Kenny at a press conference in Montreal.

[COVER ARTWORK by talented Dublin-based digital artist and photographer Phil McDarby –
read more about his work on page 2]
The colourful mismatched chaussettes are the socks you’re looking for” (an-

By CYNTHIA WALLENTINE

T

HOUGH
Beltaine, on
May 1, is the
beginning of
the Celtic
s ummer, the bright green
leaves are just now electrifying the landscape where I
live.
Their youth and perfection are a contrast to the sometimes gnarled and
twisted form of the trees from which
they emerge.
By midsummer, these same leaves will

be fully mature, large, dark green and it is no less fraught nor more meaningstrong taking in sun, and carbon diox- ful. To each his or her own in the tranide for energy, and breathing out the sitory space we call life.
oxygen we need to live.
To emerge, bear witness, struggle,
By midsummer, these leaves, extensions gather and disperse energy, and transiof the branch, trunk, and root that will tion out of mature life into a bigger desoutlive them, know their days are num- tiny.
bered.
Whether that be in the wind, or falling
Fluttering in the sun lifting up and down with the seasons to once again become
on warm summer nights, trembling in nutrient for the root from which we
the ferocity of a thunderstorm, watch- came.
ing featureless cars pass by, and maybe
I had thought to speak of turmoil, but
even shielding young people falling in
love on the ground below, time for them, the brilliant, almost neon green, caught
my eye and reminded me of these
and us, is fleeting.
things, like leaves, that are so much bigAttached by fragile stem, but fed by the ger than we.
root, these leaves I see emerging before me will yield in six short months a Beltaine greetings, may the brightness
of the season bring clarity. Stretch yourshort span of life.
self long and warm into the summer.
Though our cycle is longer than a leaf, Onward.

WIN FREE TICKETS
Win free tickets to the BC Highland Games & Scottish Festival at Percy
Perry Stadium, Coquitlam, on June 17, (see pages 3 & 10 for details). Entry by
May 30. Mark your entry BC Highland Games
Win a weekend pass to Vancouver Folk Music Festival at Jericho Beach
Park, Vancouver, on July 14-16, (see pages 3 & 5 for details). Entry by June
16. Mark your entry VFMF
Entries by E-mail only. Mark the name of the event on your entry, including
your name and daytime telephone number. Send to: cbutler@telus.net. (Only
one entry per person)

Publication
Mail Agreement:
40009398

Life at Midsummer: A time to reflect
on transition to a bigger destiny

featuring C-3PO and R2D2 were im- other reference to Star Wars)
possible to miss set against his dark suit, # M a y T h e F o u r t h B e W i t h Yo u
white shirt, and red tie.
#GuerreDesÉtoiles and in two days the
Trudeau posted a photo of the socks post had been liked more than 26,000
[See page 13]
on his Twitter account saying “These times.
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How the 49th Parallel Was Settled:
A Pig, a Potato Patch....and a War

V

ANCOUVER
– One of the
oddest standoffs in North
American history came to my attention last
month at the 2017 Celtic Studies Association of North
America conference.

commission which established the Oregon Treaty of 1846 to try and settle
the matter once and for all.

By
MAURA
DE FREITAS

Phillip Bernhardt-House a professor
with Skagit Valley College on Whidbey
Island spoke about an incident which became known variously as the Pig War,
the Pig Episode, the Pig and Potato War
– it was an extension of an unresolved
issue relating to the boundary line between Canada (a British possession)
and the United States.
It began on San Juan Island in the Puget
Sound on June 22, 1859 when a large
black pig owned by Irishman Charles
Griffin wandered into a potato field
owned by Lyman Cutlar, an American
For several days, the British and U.S.
farmer.
soldiers exchanged insults, each side atCutlar became so enraged when he dis- tempting to goad the other into firing the
covered the pig eating his potatoes that first shot, but discipline held on both
he shot the beast....launching a confron- sides, and thus no shots were fired.
tation that almost touched off the third
war between the U.S. and Great Brit- Despite all the bluster, it was a bloodless conflict (with the exception of the
ain in 70 years.
pig of course), and was eventually reIn the early part of the 19th Century, solved with no shots exchanged and no
relations between the two countries human casualties.
were strained after two armed conflicts
– the American Revolution and the War When the War of 1812 ended with the
of 1812, when British troops sacked Treaty of Ghent, the border was fixed
Washington D.C. and burned the White at the 49th Parallel.
House.
However, a problem remained: in the
In 1859, on the eve of the American Pacific Northwest, the area now made
Civil War, it was a difficult time for up by Oregon, Washington and British
Washington to consider a third interna- Columbia, both countries had sent explorers and settlers, and both countries
tional conflict.
had claimed the same territory.
The situation on San Juan escalated to
such an extent that it eventually led to A joint commission in 1818 was unable
the U.S. Army with 461 combatants and to resolve the competing claims, and
14 cannons, staring down five British instead compromised by allowing for
warships armed with 70 mounted can- “joint occupancy,” in which both sides
could settle in the disputed territory but
ons and 2,140 combatants.
neither side would attempt to take conLocal commanding officers on both sides trol.
had been given essentially the same orders: defend yourselves, but absolutely This lasted for 10 years until simmering
tensions led to yet another boundary
do not fire the first shot.

The U.S. claimed ownership as far north
as Russian Alaska, at the 54th Parallel,
while the British/Canadians claimed
ownership as far south as the lower
Snake River, at the 42nd Parallel.
To prevent the island of Vancouver from
being divided, the Oregon Treaty declared that where the 49th Parallel
reached the Pacific Coast, the border
between the two countries would pass
south through “the channel” separating
Vancouver Island from the mainland.

A UNION JACK flies at the “English Camp” in San Juan Island
National Historical Park in the United States.

After Cutlar grabbed his musket and Diplomats from both sides were urgently
shot the hog, Griffin demanded compen- dispatched, calm was restored by March
sation. Words were exchanged and 1860, and the “joint occupancy” would
Cutlar offered $10 in compensation but last uneventfully for another 12 years
Apparently, however, the diplomats who Griffin insisted on $100, which in today’s until a third-party commission in Geneva
had drawn up the Treaty had never been currency would be thousands of dollars. resolved it, declaring them American.
to the disputed area or talked to anyone
who had been – as it turns out, there As the story goes, Cutlar said to Grif- During the years of joint military occuare two channels between Vancouver fin, “It was eating my potatoes.” To pation, the small British and American
Island and the mainland, with a small which Griffin replied, “It is up to you to units on San Juan Island had an uneasy
but relatively amicable mutual social life,
group of islands lying in between them. keep your potatoes out of my pig.”
visiting one another’s camps to celebrate
Haro Strait runs along the west side of The money was not paid and Cutlar was their respective national holidays and
in
danger
of
being
arrested
by
the
Brits.
the San Juan Islands and Rosario Strait
holding various athletic competitions.
So, he and the other American settlers
along the east side.
sought protection from their country, Today, the San Juan Island National HisOnce again, both sides claimed the same which arrived in the form of U.S. sol- torical Park maintains the old American
territory; once again, both sides estab- diers. Britain responded with warships. fort and the British Marine Camp as a
lished settlements; and once again, both America responded with more troops. monument to the successful prevention
sides agreed on a “joint occupancy” of
of a war that almost started because of
the islands until the issue was settled. And on it went until the situation was a a pig.
powder keg about to explode. When
Because of this ambiguity, both the word finally reached London and Wash- Park rangers tell visitors the biggest
United States and Britain claimed sov- ington, politicians were completely flab- threat to peace on the island during these
ereignty over the San Juan Islands.
bergasted that the situation had gotten years was “the large amounts of alcohol available.”
During this period of disputed sover- so far out of hand.
eignty, Britain’s Hudson’s Bay ComABOUT OUR COVER ARTIST
pany established operations on San Juan
and turned the island into a sheep ranch.
Meanwhile, by mid-1859, 25 to 29 PHIL McDARBY is a freelance digital artist, photographer and composer
American settlers had arrived.
who lives in Dublin with his wife Aifric and daughters Sofia and Ava.
San Juan Island held significance not for
its size, but as a military strategic point.
While the British held Fort Victoria on
Vancouver Island to the west, overlooking the Strait of Juan de Fuca, the entry
point to Haro Strait, leading to the Strait
of Georgia, the nation that held the San
Juan Islands would be able to dominate
all the straits connecting the Strait of
Juan de Fuca with the Strait of Georgia.
Both sides came to regard the other as
illegal trespassers and the dispute finally
exploded because of the wayward pig.

He has been drawing and painting fantasy and sci-fi characters and environments for most of his life, and made the jump from traditional to
digital around 1998.
At the heart of his work is a desire to capture a sense of magic and
wonder – that feeling of child-like excitement and discovery that we can
lose touch with as adults.
He has won over 50 international awards, including multiple CG Choice
Awards from the CGSociety and the Golden Torus Award.
His work has featured in many publications, including Expose 6 and 7
from Ballistic Media and many international magazines, and he has composed music for film and television.
In 2001, he joined MediaLab Europe as a Research Associate. Over the
next three years, he worked on numerous games – modelling and animating the game assets and environments, designing the sound effects,
and composing the soundtracks.
In 2004, Phil left MediaLab Europe to co-found Vyro Games, where for
five years, he oversaw the creative process, while also taking a handson role in all aspects of content production. In 2009, he was accepted
into the Illustrators Guild of Ireland.
He now works as a freelance Concept Artist/Illustrator, and is available
for commissions. For more information or to contact Phil, visit:
www.philmcdarby.com.
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Young Royals speak frankly about
mental illness to help break stigma
By MAURA DE FREITAS

Mental health – it’s a topic
we’ve been hearing a lot
about lately, particularly
since Prince Harry and Prince
William spoke out recently
about the grief they experienced following the death of
their mother Princess Diana.
William said, “The shock is the biggest
thing, and I still feel it 20 years later
about my mother. People think shock
can’t last that long, but it does. It’s such
an unbelievably big moment in your life
and it never leaves you, you just learn
to deal with it.”
His comments came following an emotional interview in which Harry revealed
he sought professional help four years
ago after struggling with the grief of
Diana’s death in August 1997.
He said he decided to give the unprecedented insight into his past in the hope
it will encourage people to break the
stigma surrounding mental health issues.
“The experience I have had is that once
you start talking about it, you realize that
actually you’re part of quite a big club,”
he said.
In an interview with The Telegraph,
Harry spoke frankly about fighting his
demons on the wake of his mother’s
death and how he finally sought professional help.

THE DUKE and Duchess of Cambridge along with Prince Harry
have set up Heads Together, a charity which aims to break
down the stigma over mental health.
one” and facing anxiety during royal fering, speak out and ask for help.
There is no shame in being human. It
engagements.
doesn’t matter what age, what gender,
Now, Harry, together with his brother what walk of life you come from, we
and sister-in-law, the Duke and Duch- are all fragile beings and sometimes just
ess of Cambridge, have set up Heads need a little support to help us navigate
Together, a charity which aims to break the troughs of life.
down the stigma over mental health.
By speaking out, Prince William and
Later this year, the Prince and the Duke Prince Harry hope to help lift the stigma
will commemorate the 20th anniversary associated with mental health. Their
of their mother’s death, commissioning honesty helps to liberate others who
a statue and presenting awards in her still struggle behind inner walls.
name to honour “kindness, compassion
•
and service.”
In Vancouver, for emergency help if
Mental illness comes in many forms and
for many complex reasons, but the time
has come to speak out and bring the
issue into the light of day.

Once considered a form of weakness
and hidden away weighted down with
shame, there are few individuals or
families who have not experienced
some form of mental health issues –
He describes how he only began to whether manifested in depression, self
address his grief when he was 28 after harm, substance abuse or even suicide.
feeling “on the verge of punching some- If you or someone close to you is suf-

you or someone you know is having
a mental health or substance use
crisis, call 911 or go to your local
hospital emergency room. Call the
Crisis Line at 310-6789 (no area
code needed) or Suicide Hotline 1800-SUICIDE (1-800-784-2433).
Also, the Coast Mental Health Resource Centre is located at 1225
Seymour Street. Call (604) 6833787,
visit
online
at:
www.coastmentalhealth.com. Hours:
7 days per week, 9 AM to 4:45 PM.
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The City of Vancouver proclaims May
‘Rogue Folk Club Month’
HE City of Vancouver has proclaimed the month
of May as “Rogue
Folk Club Month
in Vancouver!” What exactly
does this mean, you ask?

T

Well, to be honest, not a whole
heck of a lot, but it’s a lovely
plaque they gave us, and Councillor Heather Deal graciously accepted our invitation to read the
proclamation out at the opening
night of the April In Paris festival
at the end of April.

And then it’s festival season again, with
Jazz Festival running from June 23 to
July 2, Khatsalano Day on July 8, and
the Vancouver Folk Music Festival
40th anniversary (July 13 - 16).

By
STEVE
EDGE

THE ROGUE
FOLK CLUB
Now he launches his first solo CD, Passages, and his band this night will feature Mad Pudding / Van Django fiddler Cam Wilson, and Jeremiah
McDade (The McDades) on wind
instruments.

Maybe the city sent out a press release On May 18 Grammy-winning gospel /
blues / roots singer Mike Farris makes
as well. We certainly did!
his Rogue debut at St. James, accomIt’s very gratifying to be honoured like panied by Paul Pigat on guitar.
this after 30 years of bringing 50 concerts, 10 dances, monthly ukulele jam Mike has been the big hit at the Ednights, 11 April In Paris festivals, eight monton Folk Festival each of the
Shorefests, several Winter Roots Mu- past two years, and is one of the most
sic Festivals, a monthly magazine and soulful singers you could ever wish to
newsletters, and a weekly radio show. hear.
In the past six months I’ve received The following night we have an evening
two personal honours, and now this! with an international flavour, featuring
Wonderful! Thank you to everyone who Brazilian singer Flavia Nascimento (a
big hit at last summer’s Vancouver
made this possible!
Folk festival) and Israeli guitar wizThe Rogue Folk Club has a few more ard Itamar Erez, who returned to Vantasty concerts to mark the anniversary couver last year after spending several
before St. James Hall is closed down years in his homeland.
for extensive renovations.
Itamar played a Rogue gig last May and
First off, the City of Vancouver will re- was also featured in the recent Interplace the roof tiles – having first added national Guitar Night at the Massey
a layer of insulation to help control the Theatre in New Westminster.
temperature inside!
He and his band will open the show,
Yay! They will also add a little extra and then accompany Flavia in the secventilation. This will happen at the end ond half.
of June. Then the dance floor will be
•
replaced, and some of the sound sys- Looking ahead to June we have three
tem and lights will be permanently in- more shows: English-born singer songstalled to make all our lives easier!
writer Chris Ronald launches his new
We don’t have an actual completion date CD, Fragments, on Canada’s fine
yet, but this phase should take up most Borealis Record label with a concert
of July. It may be late August before on June 2. He will be accompanied by
we are ready to start our concert se- guitarist Jon Ellis and fiddler Mike
Sanyshyn.
ries again.
Labour Day weekend will see the resumption of the contra dances, and concerts will commence right after that. I
can’t confirm any names just yet, but
keep an eye on the Rogue website
www.roguefolk.com for updates
throughout the summer.
•
Meanwhile there are concerts with
Cascadia’s finest bluegrass combo –
John Reischman and The Jaybirds
(May 12) and a dual CD release show
with The Eisenhauers and Andy
Hillhouse (May 13).
Sheree Plett married Jeremy
Eisenhauer and the couple moved
from Vancouver to The Kootenays last
year.
They have just released The Road We
Once Knew – a superb collection of
original songs with an old time
stringband / vocal harmony sound on
Steve Dawson’s label Black Hen Music.
Former Mad Pudding frontman, Andy
Hillhouse, spent a few years pursuing
a Masters and Doctorate in
Ethnomusicology in Ontario and Newfoundland before returning to his native
B.C. to run the prestigious Harrison
Festival of the Arts a couple of years
ago.

What a great weekend that promises
to be! Check out the details on
www.thefestival.bc.ca.
Next up is the Mission Folk Music
Festival
(July
21
23)
www.missionfolkmusicfestival.ca
but there is no Shorefest this year.
Radio station LG104.3 no longer has to
answer to the Canadian broadcasting
authorities (CRTC) and have decided
to abandon the event, which featured
amazing Canadian roots band on a big
stage with a beer garden on Sunset FORMER Mad Pudding frontman Andy Hillhouse launches his
Beach from 2009 to 2016.
first solo CD, Passages, at The Rogue on May 13.
Rogue programmed most of the bands,
and we received some very welcome
support from the radio station for our
concert series as well.
Sadly, this relationship has now come
to an end, and we will have to find funding elsewhere from now on.
We are seeking concert and series
sponsors and underwriters so if you’re
interested – or if you think your company or employer might be able to step
in to help us out, please let us know! Email board@roguefolk.bc.ca or call
our office at (604) 732-1305.
•
Top of my new releases for Spring must
be the new Sharon Shannon CD, Sacred Earth.
Produced by English blues / world roots
guitarist Justin Adams, the new CD
incorporates influences from Africa,
Native North America, R&B and more,
while retaining Sharon’s trademark airy
accordion sounds.
What a fabulous show she and her band
put on a few weeks ago at The Rogue,
too! She will be back next year, for sure.
And what a great night we all had with
Galician piper Carlos Nunez at The
Vogue Theatre last month.

There is some fabulous music coming
through town. You just have to be “in
the know.” Here’s another one: The
Gloaming (Martin Hayes, Iarla
O’Lionaird and co.) return to The
He plays a heady mix of blues, rock, Chan Centre on October 15.
•
and world music on just about every
stringed instrument you can name – and Back at Rogue Towers, we are working on a compilation CD of live recordsome you probably can’t name!
ings from the 30 years of “Roguery,”
Long associated with Jackson and have uncovered some real gems!
Browne, David fronted a brilliant rock
band El Rayo-X for many years be- I’m playing a few tracks every Saturfore going acoustic and releasing sev- day from 8 AM to noon on my radio
eral albums with the likes of Henry show, The Edge On Folk on CiTR fm
Kaiser, Hani Nasser, Wally Ingram, 101.9 and www.citr.ca.
and Ry Cooder.
If you visit our website
We are delighted to bring him back to www.roguefolk.bc.ca you will find
some incredible videos from Rogue pertown.
formances – kindly provided by Rod
We close the “season” with the Rogue Matheson.
AGM on Sunday, June 18 at 5 PM, followed by a fabulous hoedown with Van- If you have any favourite memories of
couver stringband Viper Central, who Rogue shows you’d like to share please
have just released a wonderful third CD, let me know. If we can find tunes or
songs to include on the website and / or
The Spirit of God & Madness.
CD that would be a bonus for you –
Fiddler / singer / composer Kathleen and for all of us, I hope!
Nisbet and mutli-instrumentalist Steve
Charles lead this combo, which also Now that we seem to have finally
features Tim Tweedale on pedal steel shaken off the winter doldrums – eight
months of rain and snow is how it felt
and Patrick Metzger on bass.
to me – I hope you have a great spring
There are plenty of guests like John and early summer.
Reischman and C.R. Avery on the
Till next time, cheers!
disc, and they may well join the fun.
Steve
On June 11 we move to The Rio Theatre at Broadway and Commercial for
the return of the most eclectic string
player we know: David Lindley.

KATHLEEN NISBET is a fiddler, singer and composer with
the Vancouver stringband Viper Central who will be at The
Rogue on June 18.

DAVID LINDLEY is one of the
most eclectic string players
who plays blues, rock, and
world music. He plays the Rio
Theare on June 11.
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2017 Vancouver Folk Music Fest
features a great list of UK artists
VANCOUVER – The Vancouver Folk Music Festival is
celebrating its 40th anniversary this year!
For four decades, the festival has
brought music from all over the
world to the city – names we know
along with new voices and sounds
to discover.
Artists from the Celtic lands have always featured prominently in the line
up of over 60 acts, and this year is no
exception.
Between July 13 and 16, Jericho Beach
Park is the place to be to hear music
from over 20 countries, including an
amazing and diverse list of artists from
the UK.
•
A four-day long, 2,700 mile train trip
from Chicago to Los Angeles brought
British activist-punk-folkster Billy
Bragg and American musical treasure,
Joe Henry, together.

RURA are considered one of Scotland’s most powerful contemporary folk-based bands. They were awarded “Live Act of
the Year” at the 2015 Scots Trad Music Awards and nominated
“Folk Band of the Year in 2016.”

They started at Union Station and recorded railroad songs on platforms, in
train cars, waiting rooms and stairwells
along the route.
Singing covers of Gordon Lightfoot,
Hank Williams and others’ tunes, and
adapting classics like Woody Guthrie’s
Hobo’s Lullaby, the duo produced the
brilliant Shine A Light: Field Recordings From The Great American Railroad.
They bring that powerful songbook to
the festival, along with the flair for witty, BRITISH activist-punk-folkster Billy Bragg and American musioutspoken commentary for which cal treasure Joe Henry are reunited once again at the festival.
Bragg is renowned!
•
Irish immigrants on both sides of popular Glaswegian singer/multi-instrumentalist Paul McKenna’s family made
their way to Scotland in the early Fifties, searching for work.
From Donegal and Mayo, they landed
in Glasgow and brought with them singers, players and songs that would define the path of Paul’s life.
He was named 2012 Scots Singer of
the Year at The Scots Traditional Music Awards for his exquisite vocals, and
now leads one of Scotland’s most popular bands. Paul will be here on his own,
as well as performing with fellow Scots
band, RURA.
Awarded “Live Act of the Year” at the
2015 Scots Trad Music Awards and
nominated “Folk Band of the Year in
2016,” RURA are considered one of
Scotland’s most powerful contemporary
folk-based bands.

GLASWEGIAN singer/multi-instrumentalist Paul McKenna
was named 2012 Scots Singer
of the Year at The Scots Traditional Music Awards. He will
Since 2010, this quartet (fiddle, High- be here on his own, as well as
land pipes, flute, bodhran, guitar) have performing with fellow Scots
been the highlight of the world’s lead- band, RURA.
ing folk festivals.

LEICESTER-BASED folk
singer, songwriter, and activist Grace Petrie makes another
return to the festival after her
knockout performances here a
couple years ago. She is one
of the most prolific songwriters in the UK today.

•
Leicester-based folk singer, songwriter,
and activist Grace Petrie makes her
much-anticipated return to the festival
after her knockout performances here
a couple of years ago.
She first exploded on to the British protest scene in 2010 with the emotive anthem Farewell to Welfare, and her
unique takes on life, love and politics,
and her warmth and wit have made her
one of the most respected and prolific
songwriters working in the UK today.
•
Known for his wit, commentary and topnotch storytelling, Will Varley is a folk
troubadour for the 21st Century.

of London, followed his first two recordings with walking/performing tours of
130 and 250 miles, and has garnered a
passionate base of fans drawn to his
unconventional takes on the universal
and the everyday.
•
A rare and unusual talent, London’s
Jake Morley is a remarkable guitar
player and singer-songwriter.

produce a sound like pretty much no
one else.

Known for his fearless, sell-out, live
shows, Morley crafts thought-provoking and personal songs, combining them
with that stellar guitar plucking. An artist at the top of his game.
•
These UK-based artists are, as they
say, just the tip of the musically-rich iceHe plays guitar across his lap and slaps, berg. For full festival info, go to
He cut his teeth busking on the streets taps, plucks and picks the instrument to thefestival.bc.ca.
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Baptism by Fire for New Owners
of The Celtic Treasure Chest
By CATHOLINE
BUTLER
VANCOUVER – The Celtic
Treasure Chest in the Dunbar
area of Vancouver changed
ownership in mid-October
2016 when Stephen Coulson,
along with his wife Cristina
Ciccone, their daughter Lalla,
and son Gianluca became the
new proprietors.

THE Vancouver Morris Men entertained guests in the Red
Dragon Pub at the Cambrian Hall in Vancouver during the St.
George’s Day celebration.

WELSH SOCIETY OF VANCOUVER

Upcoming spring events
at the Cambrian Hall
By EIFION WILLIAMS

VANCOUVER – On Friday,
April 21, at a regular pub
night in the Red Dragon,
Welsh Society members and
guests celebrated St.
George’s Day with a spirited
performance by the Vancouver Morris Men.
The group is a non-profit organization
formed in 1982 to maintain English Folk
traditions.
The Morris Men have performed
throughout the Lower Mainland and in
communities throughout British Columbia.
HOMEMADE baking and preThe Red Dragon audience thoroughly
enjoyed the dancing, which was followed by the group performing a “mummers” play, a traditional English folk
theatre tradition.
The next major event for the Welsh
Society will be its annual Spring Sale
on Saturday, May 13 at the Cambrian
Hall, 17th and Main.
In recent years, this has been the most
successful fundraiser for the Society.
The stalls will include china, collectibles,
pre-owned books, electronics,
kitchenware, toys, linens and jewellery.
There will also be “White Elephant” and
“Things Welsh” stalls. The homemade
baking and preserves stall is always
popular and the items sell out very
quickly.
A popular event at the sale is the silent
auction, where contributed items worth
$25 or more are sold. Tables will be set
up with items or services on which prospective buyers can bid above a minimum price.
Further information on the Spring Sale,
including how to contribute to the silent
auction, can be found on the Society’s
website www.welshsociety.com.
On Friday, May 19 another Ceilidh/
Twmpath/Barn Dance will be held in
the Red Dragon at the Cambrian Hall.
The earlier dances proved very popular, attracting large numbers of partici-

serves are always popular at
the annual Welsh Spring Sale.
This year’s event is Saturday,
May 13.

With no previous experience in the retail business it was really a baptism by THE new owners of The Celtic Treasure Chest: Cristina
fire for the family. It was a frantic time
with Christmas shopping season just Ciccone, Stephen Coulson and their daughter Laila.
getting into full swing, pallets of stock
arriving into the store needed to be
priced and put out on shelves almost
immediately.
They weathered the storm magnificently
and now that the team has been able to
catch their breath, they’ve made a few
adjustments.

“I had a very romantic idea of what
it would mean to own a shop....
It all seemed rather idyllic and casual.”

The shop is now beautifully merchan- Her days off are spent working at The
dised to their taste and, of course, for Celtic Tresure Chest and she calls it her
the ease of their customer needs.
happy place since it is less stressful.
I stopped by The Celtic Treasure Chest Speaking about store product, Coulson
recently and spoke with Stephen said they inherited their main suppliers
Coulson about becoming new owners and will maintain those relationships.
and how things were going now.
But, he added, there is also a need to
He said, “Yes, it was a bit of a whirl- develop some of their own suppliers in
wind initially, especially since we had the UK, and particularly Ireland. They
no retail experience.
are now getting a lot of young Irish cus“I had a very romantic idea of what it tomers and want to check out what
would mean to own a shop. I had an would be popular for them.
idea of Ronnie Barker, open at all hours, The Celtic Treasure Chest has a great
and that classic sitcom idea of a shop selection of UK groceries on the
where you would be sitting there pol- shelves and in the freezers.
ishing your precious things, and having
conversations with the locals. It all Items such as black and white pudding,
specialty bacons, various types of sauseemed rather idyllic and casual.
sages, clotted cream, tinned biscuits and
“But we got schooled by signing up right shortbread cookies, jams and marmabefore Christmas. We knew we wanted lade from the UK and Bewley’s,
to do Christmas since Steve and Lil Barry’s and PG Tips tea, Irn Bru, Club
McVittie, the previous owners, had been Orange, and a great selection of crisps
closing the place down for the better – including the famous cheese and onpart of a year and the customer base ion flavour – along with various souvewas already beginning to feel that the nirs.
store was going away.
They also offer a wide selection of de“We wanted to put the brakes on that licious meat pies.
idea, but also Christmas is such a great
time of year. To have everyone in and
to be busy and really get to know how
things run in a very intense way was
rather important to us.
“It was also a good business season,
and to have that buffer for the rest of
the year to figure out how the rest of
the business operates. We felt that was
important, but again it was a huge rush,
and we had no idea going into it.”
Speaking about their previous experience before becoming owners of The
Celtic Treasure Chest, Coulson worked
in software and was a software developer for about 15 years.

“I was born in Lynn Lake, Manitoba,
because my father was there mining.
Then we moved to Merritt, B.C., and
pants of all ages and there have since then, in 1969 we moved back to the
been many requests for more dances. U.K. My father was from Derbyshire
Way, England.”
The next dance will again feature the
Rattlebone Band with JD Erskine as the Stephen’s wife Cristina Ciccone was
caller and dances will be taught on the born in Vancouver. Her mother was
spot. This promises to be another fun born in Italy and her father is secondnight with drinks and snacks available generation Italian, born in Burnaby. As
a youngster she spent her summers in
for sale.
Italy and Greece.
Admission is $10 (13 years and older),
$5 (6-12 years) and free for under 5’s. Cristina studied psychology at UBC and
For further information and tickets, e- is now a counsellor with her own primail
Pat
Morris
at: vate practice. She also works at Vancouver Health.
druidsgreen@gmail.com.

Stephen said, “we have a butcher in
Richmond who does our meat pies because you can’t get meat imported in.
“The most popular one seems to be the
steak and kidney because it’s an unusual taste, and very different for North
America. Steak and Guinness is also
very popular.
“We have the Ayrshire back bacon and
I’m looking at getting more bacons in.
We have kippers, trimmed and with the
faces on and haddock.”
This is just a sampling of the wide product range, so on your next visit to The
Celtic Treasure Chest give yourself time
to look around.
A plan is in the works to set up their
website for online orders and shipping
but along with everything else it takes
time. Be sure to check online for updates.
The Celtic Treasure Chest is located at
5639 Dunbar Street (at 41st Avenue) in
Vancouver.
For more information, call (604) 2613688 or visit: celtictreasurechest.com.

Clans at Edinburgh
Castle for first time
since Jacobite uprising

Scotland’s clan chiefs returned to Edinburgh Castle for the
first time since the 1745 Jacobite rebellion.
More than 30 clansmen and women marched to the Great Hall at Edinburgh
on May 8, for the first time since the attempted siege of the castle by Bonnie
Prince Charlie’s forces.
It is believed to be the only occasion that clans have been openly welcomed to
the fortress.
The visit was organised by The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo ahead of this
summer’s event which will invite Clan Chiefs to lead their members onto the
esplanade.
A total of 57 clans are due to be represented with members from around the
world to take part.
Organisers said this gathering was an indication of the strength of clan loyalty
which still survives in Scotland, with more than 350 clans in existence.
In September 1745, more than 900 Highland clansmen marched to the City of
Edinburgh to lay siege to the Castle.
Although they managed to capture Edinburgh and Holyrood, they were never
successful in capturing the Castle as General Guest, Governor at the time,
would not surrender the Castle to Bonnie Prince Charlie and his men.
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May is National Hemochromatosis
Awareness Month
OTTAWA – Senator David
Wells of Newfoundland and
Labrador will once again rise in
the Senate in May to speak on
the dangerous consequences of
undiagnosed and untreated
hemochromatosis.
Hereditary hemochromatosis is a genetic disorder that causes your body to
absorb and retain too much dietary iron,
potentially leading to serious disease and
early death.
Complications from hemochromatosis
include liver and heart disease, cancer,
type II diabetes and arthritis.
SENATOR DAVID WELLS (second from the left) with CanaSigns and symptoms may include dian Hemochromatosis Society volunteers at the 2016 Parliachronic fatigue, joint pain, irregular mentary reception.
heartbeat, mood swings, thyroid probSenator Wells.
lems, bronzing of the skin, loss of libido, In honour of Hemochromatosis Awareness
Month
in
Canada,
Senator
Wells
and premature menopause amongst othCelebrate Hemochromatosis Awareis co-hosting his third annual Parliamen- ness Month within your community by
ers.
tary Reception with the Canadian promoting awareness of the disorder.
One in 300 Canadians of mainly North- Hemochromatosis Society on May 17.
ern European and Celtic heritage have
Tools and information to help you can
the two genes that puts them at risk for All Members of Parliament and Sena- be found on the Canadian
tors are invited to attend this aware- Hemochromatosis Society’s website,
iron overload.
ness event.
www.toomuchiron.ca.
“As someone who suffers from
“Together
let’s
put
an
end
to
higher
hemochromatosis, I can assure you that
Here, you will find a template for an
awareness is the cure,” said Senator health care costs and the greater suf- awareness letter to your local paper, a
Wells during last year’s speech in the fering and premature death related to printable poster, videos to share, a selfhemochromatosis in Canada,” says assessment tool and more.
Senate.
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CSANA conference puts Vancouver
on the map with Celtic Studies
ANCOUVER – The 39th annual Celtic
Studies Association of North America
(CSANA) conference took place in Vancouver at the Welsh Society’s Cambrian
Hall from 27-30 April.

V

learned that the institution of the Hall is
consistent throughout medieval Welsh
literature and culture.
It is a central feature from the earliest
Welsh poetry (hengerdd), most famously in the Welsh Seventh-Century
epic Y Gododdin, right up through the
poetry of the Beirdd yr Uchelwyr (poets patronized by Welsh noblemen af- HARRY McGRATH is at the Cuirt Literary Festival this month.
ter the English conquest).
She pointed out that the Hall was a centre of communal and political power,
where leaders provided a space to hold
feasts, perform poetry, and socialize
(plus the alcohol to facilitate that
socialization) in exchange for the community’s loyalty.
In that sense, although the building only
dates to 1929, the Cambrian Hall continues an ancient cultural institution that
is over a thousand years old.

CSANA organizers at the Cambrian Hall in Vancouver – (L-R)
Jessica Hemming, Antone Minard, Dorothy Bray, Elissa
Henken.

CSANA is an academic organization that promotes the study
of all aspects of the cultures of
the ancient Celtic-speaking peoples and the modern Celtic countries: Brittany, Cornwall, Ireland,
the Isle of Man, Scotland, and
Wales.

conference. She was on a

Joseph Eska presented on the Alphabet of Lugano, a script that was used
to write the ancient Celtic language of
Lepontic from the Seventh to the Fifth
Centuries B.C. Incidentally, evidence
from this region has recently shown that
the Celtic languages were written down
as early as Latin, and possibly earlier.
The conference also featured the voices
of contemporary Celts.
Two local Irish fiddlers, Michael
Burnyeat and Micki-Lee Smith, performed during the reception on Thursday night, to the delight of the attendees.

On Friday evening, filmmaker Robert
Humphries screened his short documentary Pobl y Paith (“The People of
the Prairie”), about the Welsh in Nebraska, and Welsh poet Tudor Davies
of Red Deer, Alberta, treated guests to
Eifion Williams gave an excellent pa- Myra Booth-Cockcroft of the Uni- a recitation of some of his poetry late
per on the history of the Welsh in Brit- versity of Glasgow presented a paper that evening.
ish Columbia, with a particular focus on entitled “The Image of the Hall in Me- All in all, the conference was a great
dieval Welsh Poetry,” from which we success, thanks in no small part to the
the Vancouver Welsh.
sponsors, including SFU’s Centre for
Scottish Studies, who are also sponsoring another local conference in June of
this year, the World Congress of Scottish Literatures in conjunction with the
Eighteenth-Century Scottish Studies
Society (https://dialoguesanddiasporas
.wordpress.com).
The energetic volunteers of the Welsh
Society were heroic, staffing the registration table and the Red Dragon, helping with the audio-visual technology,
baking Welsh cakes, and lending their
considerable organizational skills to the
event.

WELSH Society of Vancouver volunteers at the CSANA registration table – (L-R) Kathy Thomas, Pat Morris, and David
Llewelyn Williams.

By HARRY McGRATH

GALWAY – I hesitate to begin a column in a newspaper with a wide Irish
readership, by explaining where Galway
is. But for the benefit of the uninitiated,
it is a city in the west of Ireland bisected
Professor Siân Echard of UBC was by the River Corrib which then flows
one of the keynote speakers, talking into Galway Bay.
about the sometimes tense relationships
between manuscripts and texts (up to It was once ruled by the so-called
and including demon infestation).
Tribes of Galway, 14 merchant families
who were loyal to the English crown in
Another keynote speaker, Joseph Nagy the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuof Harvard University, talked about
ries, but it’s now a centre for Irish lanreading medieval Irish texts, which al- guage, music and song and has the Aran
ternate between poetry and prose, as a Islands and the Galway Gaeltacht for
sort of a musical.
neighbours.
Still other presenters spoke on early The locals are called Galwegians which
Irish law, saints’ lives, and the mysteri- wasn’t the only thing that made me feel
ous Yellow Plague of the Sixth Century. at home. On the bus west from Dublin

Going back even further in time, David
Wallace-Hare showed how evidence
from personal names in Roman Spain
shows that beekeeping and honey proCATHERINE
MCKENNA,
ProAlthough the conferences are usuduction were centred in the territory of
ally held on university campuses, fessor of Celtic Languages and the Celtiberians, who protected their
Literatures with Harvard Uni- hives by maintaining a relationship with
this year’s meeting was hosted by
versity speaking at the CSANA bear gods.
the Vancouver Welsh Society.
It was organized by Dr. Antone panel discussing the Welsh
Minard, a Celticist who teaches in the Mabinogion.
departments of English, Humanities, and
World Literature at Simon Fraser University, and Dr. Jessica Hemming,
another Celticist who teaches at Corpus Christi College.
Katie McCullough, Director of SFU’s
The papers were roughly evenly split Centre for Scottish Studies, talked about
between Irish and Welsh topics, with a Scottish Heritage Societies in B.C.
few on the Continental Celts and on The third panelist, Jennifer Knight,
Scottish Gaelic traditions. The full pro- talked about the efforts at her univergram is available online at http:// sity to connect students and the local
w w w . w e l s h s o c i e t y . c o m / Celtic communities.
csanaschedule.pdf.
Her pilot project is working with the Irish
The opening panel, entitled “Celts in the community to build an enduring reCommunity,” featured local speakers source for Irish and Irish-Americans in
from the Welsh Society and from the the region to connect with their history.
Centre for Scottish Studies and a third
panelist from the University of South Many of the other papers delved
deeper into Celtic history and literature.
Florida.

A literary weekend
of craic and culture

The event has helped put Vancouver
on the map as a place where academic
research is being carried out in Celtic
Studies, but more importantly as a place
with a thriving community dedicated to
the living cultures of the Celtic nations.

they are looking for or make
serendipitous discoveries.
From Byrne’s it was time to fuse the
culture to the craic.
Armed with a list of favourite Galway
pubs supplied by an ex-pat Galwegian
friend, I made for Neactain’s which
must get its share of recommendations
judging by the fine balance of tourist
and local imbibers.
Like, Byrne’s Neactain’s is a maze of
smaller sections but, instead of books,
it deals in Guinness and animated conversations.

Galwegians invariably open by asking
where you are from. When I reply
“Scotland,” they tend to shake their
heads sadly and restrict themselves to
“I hear there’s a lot going on over
I noticed several signs for towns that I there,” by way of political comment.
had heard about as a child from older On Irish politics, however, there was
members of my own Glasgwegian-Irish no such reticence. Earlier that day, the
family.
European Union had released a text
Twenty-five miles from Galway, we saying that if Ireland unified the north
passed close to some fields near the would automatically become part of the
town of Athenry. The Fields of EU.
Athenry is, of course, a song of fam- The so called “Kenny text” – for
ine-commemoration written in the 1970s Taoiseach Enda Kenny – echoes East
which has become an unofficial anthem Germany’s seamless acceptance into
for Glasgow Celtic football fans, among the EU after German reunification.
others.
The chatter about Europe continued
The town of Galway is a kind of fusion later in the evening in the Crane Bar on
of culture and craic with a pub on every the other side of town; this time to a
corner and numerous weekend stag backbeat of traditional Irish music. By
parties thrown in for good measure.
the end, I felt a bit envious of Irish
I was there to attend the Cuirt Interna- sangunity and common sense of purtional Festival of Literature, a six-day pose.
spring celebration of writers, books and As Scotland desperately tries to find a
reading.
way to avoid being dragged out of the
Galway has precipitation rates compa- European Union against its will, Irish
rable to Vancouver’s, but the sun was polls consistently show support for Irish
shining as I picked my way through an membership running at 80 percent and
army of young men dressed in shock- above.
ing pink outfits festooned with cat mo- A piece I subsequently read in The
tifs and headed for An Taibdearc, the Irish Times explained why. It stated
national language theatre of Ireland.
that, before Ireland joined the EEC in
There, two poets from Newcastle Uni- 1973, it was tied to the British pound
versity and one from Harvard were ex- and did 90 percent of its trade with the
ploring themes as diverse as migration, UK.
social media, the various ‘Jacks’ of In 1961 Ireland’s population had fallen
Engish folklore and the relationship be- to 2.8 million and its standard of living
tween classic rock lyrics and growing was about half of its neighbour.
up.
Now Ireland’s population is 4.8 million,
The session was sponsored by living standards are higher than the UK,
Abridged Magazine from Derry. I trade dependence on the UK has shrunk
picked up the latest edition of Abridged significantly and “the Republic has beafter the session and was intrigued by come a truly independent state, with the
the various ways it juxtaposes photog- self-confidence not only to fight our
raphy and poetry.
corner in Europe but have a friendly,
It is a few yards from An Taibdearc to neighbourly, relationship with the UK.”
the iconic Charlie Byrne’s Bookshop To what extent Brexit will affect all
and a window display featuring works this remains to be seen.
by Cuirt authors.
The last new friend I spoke to in the
Byrne’s was established in 1989 and Crane Bar said he liked the idea of a
somehow survived the vicissitudes of united Ireland in theory but wasn’t sure
modern book selling which have sent it was worth the hassle in practice.
so many independent book stores to
their graves (or to the multinationals). How far this feeling extends it is impossible to say, given that it is based on
It’s not so much a store as a book laby- a tiny, Guinness-swilling, subsample
rinth where readers can prospect from taken during a brief sojourn to glorious
room to room until they find the authors Galway.
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British PM launches
blistering attack on EU
claiming interference
in UK general election
LONDON – Theresa May has
launched a blistering attack on
the EU, claiming European
politicians were trying to interfere in the general election
and “run over us” in Brexit
talks.
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Six dead, 50 injured
after terror attack in London
LONDON – Six people died,
including the attacker, and at
least 50 people were injured
after a terror attack near the
Houses of Parliament on
Wednesday, March 22.
It began at 14:40 GMT when Khalid
Masood drove a car – hired from a depot in Birmingham – over Westminster
Bridge, near the Houses of Parliament.
One witness said he sped up, mounted
the pavement, and began hitting pedestrians indiscriminately. Police believe
Masood was driving at up to 76 mph.

The prime minister accused them of
plotting to “deliberately affect” the result of the June 9 poll by issuing
“threats” against Britain.

The car then crashed into railings out- ONE WITNESS said Khalid Masood sped up, mounted the pavement, and began hitting pedestrians indiscriminately on Westside the Palace of Westminster.

minster Bridge. The car then crashed into railings outside the

She said bureaucrats had “misrepresented” the UK’s position on Brexit,
adding that some of them “do not want
these talks to succeed.”

Masood, armed with a knife, left his car
Palace of Westminster.
and ran towards Parliament, where he
was confronted by police.

THERESA MAY says she will
be a “bloody difficult woman”
towards European Commission
president
Jean-Claude
“Making Brexit a success is central to Juncker during Brexit talks.
May said recent events showed why
she should be returned to 10 Downing
Street in order to lead the crucial Brexit
talks.

our national interest and central to your
own security and prosperity,” she told tor, had told Britain to pay an “inconvoters. “If we do not get this right, the testable” Brexit divorce bill of up to £92
consequences will be serious.”
billion ($163 billion) or face being taken
The comments drew a furious response to court.
from political rivals.
Her comments follow a statement by
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn said May Britain’s Brexit secretary David Davis
was “playing party games with Brexit” who rejected suggestions that the UK
and “winding up the public confronta- will foot the massive bill for leaving the
tion with Brussels” in an attempt to dis- EU, saying Brussels will only receive
what it is legally owed.
tract from Tory economic failures.
Davis said the European Commission
could not set a “divorce deal” figure and
dismissed as “laughable” reports that
Prime Minister Theresa May would be
barred from negotiating with her counMay’s speech outside the prime minis- terparts.
ter’s residence came after she returned
from an audience with the Queen at The European Commission’s chief
Buckingham Palace to mark the disso- Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier
warned that it was an “illusion” to think
lution of Parliament.
that the process of Britain leaving the
She was speaking hours after Michel European Union will be quick or painBarnier, the EU’s chief Brexit negotia- less.
Scottish First Minister Nicola Sturgeon
accused the PM of trying to “poison the
atmosphere for partisan reasons” in a
“deeply irresponsible” move.

PM visits Queen to
mark dissolution
of UK Parliament
LONDON – Prime Minister
Theresa May visited the
Queen at Buckingham Palace
on Wednesday, May 3 to mark
the dissolution of Parliament
for the General Election.
The move comes ahead of the snap ALTHOUGH MPs left Westminelection on June 8.
ster a week earlier, Parliament
Although MPs left Westminster a week
earlier, Parliament did not officially dissolve until a minute after midnight on
the morning of Wednesday, May 3.
Twenty-five working days before the
election.

did not officially dissolve until
a minute after midnight on the
morning of Wednesday, May
3. Twenty-five working days before the election.

Historically, a prime minister had to ask
the monarch to dissolve Parliament. But
the 2011 Fixed-Term Parliaments Act
made the process automatic, removing
the royal prerogative in the matter.

comes vacant and there are no MPs
until a new Parliament is elected. However, government ministers retain their
roles and continue their work.

MPs are allowed access to Parliament
May was driven the short distance from for just a few days in which to remove
10 Downing Street to the palace for a papers from their offices, and facilities
short audience with the Queen.
provided by the House of Commons are
When Parliament is dissolved, every no longer available to them from 5 PM
seat in the House of Commons be- on the day of dissolution.

PC Keith Palmer – who was wearing
a protective vest but was not armed –
was stabbed and killed. Masood was
then shot dead by armed officers.
Along with PC Palmer, Aysha Frade, a
British national, and U.S. tourist Kurt
Cochran, were killed in the attack.
A 75-year-old man, Leslie Rhodes from
Clapham in south London, died from his
injuries the next day and Romanian
Andreea Cristea, who fell from Westminster Bridge into the River Thames,
died more than two weeks later.
At least 50 people from at least 12 countries were injured in the attack, 31 of
EMERGENCY SERVICES assisting victims of the terror attack
whom needed hospital treatment.

near the Houses of Parliament in London on Wednesday, March

Among those injured were three police
officers who had been walking across 22.
Westminster Bridge on their way back Rowley said the victims represented “a
from a commendation ceremony.
real cross-section of ages.”
One of the two officers recovering in As well as Britons, there were people
hospital has been named as PC from France, South Korea, Greece, GerKristofer Aves. He is one of two de- many, Poland, the Irish Republic, China,
scribed as having “very significant” in- Italy and the United States.
juries.
On March 25, Deputy Assistant ComKhalid Masood (52), was born in Kent missioner Neil Basu said detectives beon Christmas Day 1964. Before the lieved Masood had acted alone and that
March attack he was believed to have
been living in the West Midlands.
He had a criminal past but his most recent conviction, for possessing a knife,
was in December 2003. He had never
been convicted of a terrorism offence.
Prime Minister Theresa May told MPs
that while Masood had been “once investigated in relation to concerns about
violent extremism” he was a “peripheral figure” and “not part of the current intelligence picture.”

there was no information or intelligence
to suggest further attacks were planned.
“There is a possibility we will never
understand why he did this,” he added.
He said that while Masood “clearly had
an interest in jihad,” police had so far
found no evidence of an association with
the so-called Islamic State group or alQaeda.

Initial Brexit focus will
be on Ireland and border,
says EU negotiator
BRUSSELS – The European Commission’s chief Brexit negotiator has said the initial focus for the forthcoming talks
will be on the border in Ireland and he will visit Ireland to
review the issue.

After his birth, Masood was registered
in the Dartford district of Kent, but his
name was given as Adrian Russell
Michel Barnier was speaking as he set
Elms.
out the Commission’s detailed negotiTwo years later, his mother married a ating guidelines for the first phase of
man with the name Ajao and, as a child, withdrawal talks, which are expected
Masood was known as Adrian Russell to begin after the June 8 UK general
Ajao. He later used both Ajao and Elms election.
until he converted to Islam and became
Speaking in Brussels on May 3, Barnier
Masood.
said the opening phase of negotiations
Masood spent a number of years work- would focus on the financial settlement,
ing in Saudi Arabia teaching English as the status of expatriate citizens and the
a second language at the General Au- future border between the UK and EU
thority of Civil Aviation in the port city in Ireland.
of Jeddah, the BBC understands.
“I will pay great attention to the situaHe gave his occupation as “teacher” tion in Ireland... I will be going to Irewhen hiring the car he used to carry land next week,” he said.
out the attack.
What he described as the “unique cirHowever, the Department for Educa- cumstances and challenges” of Ireland
tion said it had no record of him having in the wake of the peace process and
worked as a qualified teacher in Eng- the Good Friday Agreement will, he said,
lish state schools.
“require flexible and imaginative soluActing Deputy Commissioner Mark tions.”

MICHEL BARNIER, the chief
EU Brexit negotiator, has indicated Ireland presents unique
challenges to protect the Good
Friday Agreement and the
peace process.
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Catch the (Evergreen) train to the B.C. Highland Games
COQUITLAM – The sound of bagpipes, snare, bass
and the Indian dhol will roll throughout Percy Perry
Stadium, as one of the biggest celebrations of everything Scottish and Celtic in the Pacific Northwest
lands in Coquitlam on June 17.
“The 2017 Highland Games and
festival will likely be the most
interesting one in a long time,”
says Games chair Mike
Chisholm.
“We are in the midst of a great and
changing demographic throughout our
region, so it’s natural to start blending THE DELTA POLICE Pipe
the strong and vibrant Scottish culture Band will be the official Games
at our Games with some of the other duty band this year.
rich cultures.”
Chisholm says the Games committee is
also thankful to Translink spending more
than a billion dollars to install a transit
line to the Games.
“OK, they didn’t install the new line
specifically for us, but we are certainly
taking advantage of this great addition,”
says Chisholm.

“Come in your kilt
or tartans or hold
your family reunion
at the Games....”

“The new Millennium Line extension to
the Evergreen Centre at the end of the
line is only minutes from Percy Perry take the salute to launch the Grand Finale.
Stadium.
“Our motto this year is: Come to the
Games at the end of the train – no parking worries, no driving to or from the
Games – sustainable transit and easy
to access from any Skytrain station
throughout the whole system.”
To access Percy Perry Stadium, take
the Millennium Line to the last stop on
the new Evergreen extension, to the
Douglas Lake station. The stadium is a
five minute walk along Douglas Lake
in downtown Coquitlam.
The Games will as usual attract the best
pipe bands, Highland and Scottish country dancers, including the Royal Academy of Bhangra Dancing.
“The Academy and the professional
dancing troupe Shot of Scotch Highland
Dancers have come up with a fascinating collaboration of choreographed
dance that is a fusion of Scottish and
Punjabi music and culture. Sponsored
by the BC Arts Council, this should be
one of the highlights of the Games.”
This year popular Port Moody brewer’s Yellow Dog Brewing, Moody Ales,
Twin Sails Brewing and The Parkside
Brewery will be serving up drinks in a
relocated and expanded beer garden on
the east side of the stadium.
This is the first year the local breweries are participating and with live entertainment all afternoon it will be a lively
beer garden with clear views to all the
activities on the field.
“Anyone who attended the Games
years ago remembers the great beer
garden on the grass, where you could
sit and enjoy the Games with your
friends and have a cold drink. We’re
bringing that back...but bigger with live
entertainment all afternoon and a ceilidh to wrap up the day.”

on hand as the Games continue to attract both competitive and non-competitive pipe bands to B.C.’s annual celebration of Scotland and its music.

out the website, www.bchighland
games.com for more details or follow
the Games on Twitter, Facebook or
Instagram.

“Come to the Games at the end of the
The Games kick off on Friday night June
16 with another highly anticipated Open Early bird tickets are now on sale at a train. It’s easy to get to, and a great
Pìobaireachd competition for B.C.’s discounted price until May 31. Check day for everyone,” says Chisholm.

What’s up with the 2017
Canmore Highland Games?
CANMORE, Alberta – While the
signature summer event has been
threatened a few times since
2014, first for lack of money
and then for lack of board members, this year a new strong
group will take over the presentation of the well-established
Canmore Highland Games.
The event is held in the beautiful Rocky
Mountains of Canmore, Alberta.

The new organization, the Malcolm
Scottish Society, has been formed by
local businessman Frank Kernick, presiFor those looking for more than bag- dent of Spring Creek Mountain Village
pipes and beer, cultural workshops are walking distance from the Games-site.
being offered again, including a “Gaelic The Society was named after the new
Gathering” for anyone who speaks or Malcolm Hotel & Conference Centre
would like to learn the ancient language that will be situated at Spring Creek.
of the Gaels which has been undergoThe hotel/centre itself, expected to be
ing a revival in recent years.
complete by late 2017, was named for
Clan societies from North America will King Malcolm III (Canmore) of the
be on hand, to showcase their contri- House of Dunkeld.
bution to building a nation.
“This will be a hotel themed with the
For children, the Haggis Hunt is back, pageantry, royalty and heritage of past
along with rides and games for children. Scottish kings, as well as Canmore’s
The British Shop will be on hand with history,” says Kernick.
bacon butties, haggis, Irn Bru and more.
Since the origin of Highland Games in
Tartantown and other great vendors, 1040 has been credited to King Malcolm
along with Clan societies who will be III, the 1,000-year-old tradition continhelping celebrate Canada’s 150 year ues appropriately here in the Town of
history and the role Scots had in build- Canmore.
ing this nation.
“The Highland Games draws more than
And, this year a new and revised 5,000 visitors to Canmore a year and it
Whisky School under the direction of celebrates the unique Scottish Heritage
chair Bill Diamond will take connois- of the Town,” says Frank Kernick,
seurs and neophytes on a trip around president of Spring Creek.
the world.
“We couldn’t stand the idea of losing
For live entertainment, Knackers Yard such a special event so we stepped up.
and the Kailyarders will perform on We’ll have more details soon but it will
both the main and the beer garden still be a community run event.”
stages.
“The Highland Games have become an
The Vancouver Fiddle Orchestra and integral part of our community identity
folk singer Bob Collins are also sched- over the years – and a well-loved event
uled to play at a special event on the at the end of the summer,” says Mayor
north end of the field.
John Borrowman.
And of course, piping, drumming, High- The same wonderful location and Celtic
land dancing and Scottish heavy event culture will abound in the 27th annual
competitions will take place all day long, Labour Day weekend festival at Cenculminating in the much anticipated tennial Park, only a block from the heart
Grade one band competition in front of of Canmore’s downtown, taking place
the grandstand.
September 2-3, 2017.
“Lots of activities, lots of people, great
music, great competitions; this is what
a Highland Games is all about,” says
Chisholm.

The festival is built around three main
events, Taste of the Highlands (Saturday, September 2), and the Highland
Games and Evening Ceilidh (Sunday,
“Come in your kilt or tartans or hold September 3).
your family reunion at the Games, and All events go on no matter the mounbe part of a great celebration that brings tain weather, and to make attendees
everyone together for a day.”
comfortable a 1,000 person capacity

Pipe band competitions, Highland dancing, vendors, a Quidditch match, clan
tents and entertainment will fill the stadium throughout the day, wrapping up
with a memorable Grand Finale, massed
This year the Delta Police Pipe Band
pipe bands and beer garden ceilidh.
will be the official Games duty band.
It’s a moveable feast of sights, sounds Pipe Major Cliff Fournier and Drum
Major Bill O’Donnell will lead the band
and entertainment.
in their performances and duties
Chieftain of the Day will be well known throughout the day.
SFU Pipe Band piper Andrew Bonar,
who will officially open the Games and Other performance bands will also be

best professional pipers in a special tent,
followed by a Highland Reception for
VIP, dignitaries, competitors and sponsors, including RE/MAX which is one
of the Games’ major sponsors this year.

tent serves as shelter from extremes,
housing the taste event, beer garden/
ceilidh and main-stage entertainment.
Full information on the Games can be
found at www.canmorehighland
games.com, including online ticket sales
with advance pricing now available.

NESTLED in the heart of the Rockies, the town of Canmore,
located about an hour west of Calgary, is named in honour of
Malcolm of Canmore, the King of Scotland from 1057 to 1093.
With a population of 14,000, the town welcomes an additional
5,000 people on the day of the Canmore Highland Games.
This year it will be held September 2-3, 2017.
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Surfer rescued after 30 hours
in the Irish sea says:
‘I was certain I was going to die’
BELFAST – A surfer rescued
after more than 30 hours
stranded at sea thought he was
going to die just moments before he was found by a helicopter.
Speaking from his hospital bed in
Belfast as he recovers from hypothermia, Matthew Bryce vowed he
will never surf again.
Bryce, who was wearing a full wetsuit
which probably saved his life, was
plucked from the water by a search and
rescue helicopter at 7:30 PM on the
SURFER Matthew Bryce was rescued by the Belfast Coastevening of Monday, May 1.

guard after being swept 16 miles from the Scottish coast and

Dawn Petrie at Belfast Coastguard surviving in the Irish Sea for more than 30 hours.
Operations Centre was coordinating the
search. He said, “Hope was fading of
finding the surfer safe and well after
such a long period in the water and with
nightfall approaching we were gravely
concerned.”
The massive search operation was
launched after Bryce was reported
missing by family when he failed to return from a Sunday morning surf off
the Argyll coast of Scotland.
He was eventually found drifting in the
North Channel, 13 miles from Northern Ireland and 16 miles from Scottish
shores.
Bryce said he was helpless as changing currents and strong winds pushed
him further and further from the shore.

As the sun began to set on a second
night at sea, he thought he had just hours
to live and had “made peace” with him- A MASSIVE seach operation co-ordinated by Belfast Coastself.
guard was launched after Bryce was reported missing by his
The 22-year-old, from Airdrie in North family on April 30.
Lanarkshire, fought back tears as he
told BBC News, “I knew I had maybe pretty much made peace with it all and in the water and they flew right over...I
thought they’d missed me. Then they
three hours and I was pretty certain that then a helicopter flew right over.
turned round... and then they saved my
I was going to die with that sunset.
“I jumped off the board and I lifted the life. I can’t thank them enough.”
board
up
and
I
started
waving
the
board
“So I was watching the sunset and I’d

SNP election success would entitle
them to new independence vote
EDINBURGH – Support for Scottish independence stands at 45 percent, the same level as at the time of the 2014 referendum. A majority of
voters north of the border believe the Scottish Nationalist Party (SNP) would
have the right to hold a second independence referendum if the party wins more
than half of the Scottish seats in the General Election, a poll has found.
Theresa May has been clear that “now is not the time” for another ballot on
Scotland’s place in the UK despite First Minister Nicola Sturgeon’s demands for
the issue to be put to the people again in the wake of Brexit.
A Panelbase poll for the Sunday Times Scotland has found that 52 percent of
voters believe the prime minister should not stand in the way of a fresh referendum if Sturgeon makes a manifesto commitment to try to secure one and wins a
majority of the Scottish seats.
The latest poll puts support for independence at 45 percent, the same level as at
the time of the 2014 referendum.
However, when voters were asked which constitutional option they backed, slightly
more told pollsters they supported some form of independence.
The survey found 41 percent favour independence for Scotland inside the EU
while 10 percent support Scottish independence outside the EU. Some 48 percent said they would prefer Scotland to remain inside the UK but outside the EU,
the Sunday Times Scotland said.
Panelbase polled 1,029 adult voters resident in Scotland between April 18 and
21. A Panelbase poll conducted for the same newspaper recently found that a
third of Scottish voters are backing the Tories.
The survey showed 33 percent backing Ruth Davidson’s Scottish Conservatives

SCOTTISH First Minister in general election voting intentions, suggesting they could be on course to win a
clutch of new seats in June.
Nicola Sturgeon.
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Jimmy McVeigh: Legendary Irish pub owner
still extending hospitality at 86 years of age

T

ORONTO – Belfast-born James (Jimmy)
McVeigh immigrated to Canada in 1956 and
opened the first Irish pub in Toronto in
1962.

Now, 55 years later, and at the
age of 86, Jimmy still goes in
to work at the pub every morning. He also goes in during the
evening three or four times a
week to chat with his customers.

“There were a lot of young Irish here
at the time and with nothing else going
on Saturdays, we used to have a matinee at the Windsor House from three
to five. We called it ‘chicks n’ roosters’, each woman got a rose and the
men a cigar.
“We would close about six o’clock,
clean the place up, and get ready to open
for the evening.”

He says it’s part of his life now and
reckons he must be the oldest working, But, as the years progressed and the
new immigrants settled down with famihands-on Irish pub owner in Canada.
lies, the crowds became more subdued.
Also working at the pub are his two
sons, Jimmy Jr. and Paul, along with his “I had to stop bringing groups out from
Ireland because the cost was too
grandson, Brendan.
much,” said Jimmy. “We still have local
At the time of purchase the pub was ballad groups, and a young lad Danny
originally called the New Windsor Pub- Williams is a wonderful singer. He has
lic House, but it quickly became known his own band and plays regularly at
as an Irish establishment, offering two McVeigh’s.
floors of the best Irish entertainment in
“My son, Jimmy Jr. books the entertown.
tainment for the pub now. We have enIn the early Sixties, Toronto was a ma- tertainment every Friday and Saturday
jor destination for many young Irish im- night, and on long weekends we have
migrants with lots of work on offer.
entertainment Friday, Saturday and
The New Windsor House and the Ma- Sunday....with Sundays all Irish.”
ple Leaf Ballroom, owned and operated McVeigh remarked on the difference
by another Irishman, were the two main in the new Irish pubs now. He said an
gathering and social establishments for authentic Irish pub is all about hospitalnew arrivals.
ity and a warm welcome, but he feels a
Line-ups at the doors started early, and lot of this is lost on some of the new
if you weren’t at the Windsor House or owners.
the Maple Leaf Ballroom early, you He said, “Lots of Irish pubs are openwere in for a long wait. You could hear ing now, but they haven’t a clue in my
accents from every county in Ireland opinion. The one good thing they do is
in those packed rooms.
employ some Irish people.
The New Windsor House was going full “Opening a small Irish pub entails a treblast with two floors of entertainers ex- mendous amount of work, unless of
changing stages at half-time. Once you course you’re going to open a large Irish
were in the door and found a spot, you pub and employ a day and night mancould stay on one floor and see all the ager.
groups in the evening...it was a great
“Believe me, from my own experience,
concept.
building up an Irish pub is a night and
Unlike the pub scene at the Windsor day operation and you have to be there
House, the Maple Leaf Ballroom was all the time. I know, because it cost me
a more refined and glittering atmos- my marriage.
phere.
“There’s no such thing as finishing at a
Entertainment was provided by superb certain time, there’s always something
seven-to-eight-piece Irish Showbands breaking down, or things getting bro– often direct from Ireland – and usu- ken, and then the kitchen problems with
ally kitted out in beautiful band costumes. getting good cooks. You have to be prePatrons would arrive dressed to the pared to put the hours in.”
nines and the dance floor was full all
McVeigh sees a difference in the Irish
night long.
coming from Ireland now as well from
Sadly, as in life, everything has a sea- when he arrived in Canada.
son, and the Maple Leaf Ballroom is
long gone, but the Windsor House – now He said, “the Irish coming out now are
renamed McVeigh’s Irish Pub – is still highly educated and when they come
going strong but with just one floor of looking for a job they’re looking for fulltime work, they don’t want to work
entertainment now.
part-time.”
When I spoke to Jimmy McVeigh we
reminisced about those days and some McVeigh’s Irish Pub sponsors a womof the well-known bands that played the en’s camogie team through the Gaelic
Windsor House over the years..... Athletic Association – one of the most
groups such as the Molly McGuires, active local organizations – which is
Sullivan’s Gypsies, the McManus very proactive helping the Irish looking
Brothers, and the Jimmy Carton band. for work.
He said, “Most of those groups have
long since broken up or gone back to
Ireland, in some cases members have
passed away.

One of the biggest challenges facing the
new arrivals, along with looking for
work, is the search for affordable accommodation.

“Jimmy Carton is semi-retired and plays
for special events but is now booked
regularly in Newfoundland. Jimmy is a
great singer and entertainer, but I think
Paddy Rafferty from Derry stayed on
with his group.”

“We’re in the middle of a construction
boom at the minute,” explained Jimmy,
“and the price of houses and condominiums has gone through the roof.

“Construction companies are desperate
for carpenters, electricians and plumbMcVeigh recalls the scene in the Six- ers. Everyone is working and there is
ties and Seventies saying, “That was a a scarcity of Irish labourers.”
great time for Irish music in Toronto.
This is quite a contrast with the diffi-

[PHOTOS: Courtesy of Ciara Gibbons Coyle]

JIMMY McVEIGH behind the bar at the oldest Irish pub in Toronto, opened almost 55 years
ago. He now works with his sons Jimmy Jr. and Paul, along with his grandson Brendan.
culties McVeigh encountered in the
early years after he arrived in the Fifties and worked to establish the first Irish
pub in Toronto.
He said, “The laws were very antiquated. Public house was the terminology that the liquor board used.
“It meant you could only sell beer or
pop, and only one glass of beer was allowed on the table for each person.
“We were fortunate to meet a man
named Charlie Henry who was a lawyer and a Minister of Parliament. He
made the application to the liquor board ORIGINALLY opened as The New Windsor House in 1962,
for us to apply for a licence for a pub. McVeigh’s Irish Pub has been a welcome home away from
“On the day before we went to the liq- home for generations of new Irish arrivals.
uor board he explained we might not
get the licence because we were the
first Irish.
“We were the first Irish Catholics to
apply for a liquor licence here in Ontario since sometime back in the 1800s.
“We went before the board, and we got
the licence, but it was a struggle.
“When the pub started getting very
popular with the music at night, the police started giving us a very bad time.
“They started coming in three and four
times a week, taking a head count and
YOUNG CROWDS still enjoy live music and the same warm
all kinds of other stupid nonsense.

hospitality that has always been key to McVeigh’s success.

“There seemed to be a kind of resentment towards Irish people. Ever since us. There was a small pension called
then I have been rebelling against some Outdoor Relief but sure you couldn’t
live on that.”
of the nonsense laws.
“Don’t forget, at that time a Catholic During the Second World War, Belfast
couldn’t get a job at city hall, even to was the target of a number of German
airs raids in the Blitz of 1941. The city
sweep the streets.
suffered massive casualties and enor“To get on the police force or the fire mous damage.
department was very tough for the Irish,
and that was in the late Fifties and early During this period, Jimmy said, “I was
a refugee. After about the second or
Sixties.”
third air raid on Belfast when I was 10
McVeigh is no stranger to hardship. He years old, I was sent away to a farm in
spoke about his early childhood grow- County Fermanagh – nearly 100 miles
ing up in Belfast and the daily struggle from Belfast.
to get work and put food on the table.
“I only saw my parents once in six
His father, overwhelmed with the tur- years and I worked very hard on the
moil, walked out and abandoned the farm.
family leaving his mother to raise the
“Every morning before school, I milked
children alone.
eight cows before getting a lift up the
“I came out of poverty,” he said, “My road in the bread van.
father took off for England when the
war started. He had worked for food “Then, at night I brought the turf in for
only, and when he couldn’t take it any the fire, cleaned all the milk buckets and
longer he just took off and left the strainers, then brought the cows back
in, and did the same thing all over again
family...like a lot of other people.
the next day.”
“My mother went to work cleaning
houses up the Malone Road for all the Following the war, Jimmy worked as a
big shots. That was how she supported lorry driver in the fruit markets in Bel-

fast, and he stayed in Ireland until he
was 26.
“Then, in 1956, I took a notion of coming over to Toronto just to have a look
around,” he laughed and said, “and I’m
still looking you know, and the way I’m
going I better hurry up.”
When asked about the secret of his longevity, Jimmy said, “well, I keep busy
at the pub, I take yoga four times a
week, and I play golf. I used to run four
and five times a week until I got knee
problems.
“I like to be out and about, I’m not a
house person. I moved closer to the pub
now so I’m within walking distance.”
On your next visit to Toronto be sure to
stop in to McVeigh’s Irish Pub. Look
for the McVeigh’s sign on the wall with
a large glass of Guinness
underneath...and don’t forget to say
hello to Jimmy.
•
McVeigh’s is located at 124 Church
Street in Toronto at the corner of
Richmond Street East. For more information, call (416) 364-9698 or visit
online: mcveighspub.com.
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Canadian PM Justin Trudeau meets
Taoiseach Enda Kenny in Montreal
MONTREAL – Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau met with
Enda Kenny the Irish Taoiseach
(prime minister) for their first official meeting on May 4. The
pair met briefly in Paris last year
for the signing of the UN Climate Accord.
This was the first visit to Canada for
Kenny as Taoiseach and he attended
meetings in both Montreal and Toronto
during his three-day visit.

[PHOTO: Office of the Prime Minister of Canada, Justin Trudeau]

Trudeau said “it was a pleasure to wel- ENDA KENNY met Justin Trudeau in Montreal on May 4 for a
come the Taoiseach to Canada,” point- Canada-Ireland Trade Summit.
ing to the “deep historical ties” between
the nations.
ment with the EU would benefit work- It is widely anticipated that this trip will
be Kenny’s last foreign engagement as
Top of the agenda was how to take ad- ers.
vantage of opportunities created by the In Montreal, the two leaders were hon- Taoiseach however he told Irish media
Canada-European Union Comprehen- oured at a sold-out luncheon hosted by the issue of his leadership and the fusive Economic and Trade Agreement Montreal Chamber of Commerce at ture of Fine Gael was not up for discussion while he was abroad on trade
(CETA).
Plaza Centre-Ville.
missions.
Kenny said Ireland and Canada were Speaking at an event at Concordia Uni“singing off the same hymn sheet in versity, Kenny said the Irish story of Kenny said he travelled to Canada to
terms of views on global importance and emigration is “intrinsic” in the develop- focus on trade and investment – not his
intentions to step aside.
possibilities of trade.”
ment of Canada. He said it is “extraorHe said they each had similar interests dinary” that 15 percent of Canadians A report in the Irish Independent indicates there are growing concerns
in the U.S. and the new administration have Irish roots.
there and indicated both leaders would The Irish-Canadian community is one among senior figures in Fine Gael headwork with the new administration to of the country’s largest ethnic groups quarters that plans to hold an orderly
make effective trading agreements that in the country with more than 4.5 mil- election campaign during the Dail’s sumwould result in millions of jobs on either lion Canadians claiming Irish ancestry. mer recess could be scuppered if Kenny
remains leader beyond June 10.
side of the Atlantic and either side of
He
said
he
welcomes
the
fact
that
the border.
Officials fear being faced with an “adCanada adopts an “open” visa system
In the week that the White House which allows many Irish young people ministration nightmare” if the Taoiseach
does not step down at least three weeks
warned it could rip up the North Ameri- to study and live in Canada.
before the annual deadline for Fine Gael
can Free Trade Agreement Trudeau
was keen to talk up the benefits of free The Toiseach also attended business supporters to register as members on
July 1.
trade, insisting Canada’s new agree- and tourism functions in Toronto.

1941: Devastation of the Belfast Blitz
BELFAST – The Belfast Blitz
was four attacks of high-casualty German air raids on strategic targets in the city of Belfast
in Northern Ireland, in April and
May 1941 during World War II.
The first was on the night of April 7–8,
1941, a small attack which probably
took place only to test Belfast’s defences.
The next took place on Easter Tuesday, April 15, 1941. Two hundred bombers of the Luftwaffe attacked military
and manufacturing targets in the city
of Belfast.
Some 900 people died as a result of the
bombing and 1,500 were injured. High
explosive bombs predominated in this
raid. Apart from those on London, this
was the greatest loss of life in any night
raid during the Blitz.

[PHOTO: Wikipedia]

BELFAST suffered extensive damage during the Second World
On the same night of April 15, a stray War with air raids resulting in 900 dead and 1,500 injured.
bomber attacked Derry, killing 15. Another attacked Bangor, killing five.
appeared to be a matter of indifference.
The third raid on Belfast took place over “Train after train and bus after bus
the evening and morning of May 4–5, were filled with those next in line.
1941; 150 were killed. Incendiary
bombs predominated in this raid. The “At nightfall the Northern Counties Stafourth and final Belfast raid took place tion was packed from platform gates to
entrance gates and still refugees were
on the following night, May 5–6.
coming along in a steady stream from
Following the initial air raid, refugees the surrounding streets.
streamed out of the city. A report by
the Mayor of Belfast Seán O’Sullivan “Open military lorries were finally put
describes a continuous trek to railway into service and even expectant mothers and young children were put into
stations.
these in the rather heavy drizzle that
“The refugees looked dazed and horror lasted throughout the evening.”
stricken and many had neglected to
bring more than a few belongings... any Another eyewitness reports: “Two hunand every means of exit from the city dred and twenty thousand people fled
was availed of and the final destination from the city. Many arrived in Ferman-

agh having nothing with them only night
shirts. Ten thousand officially crossed
the border. Over 500 received care from
the Irish Red Cross in Dublin.
“The town of Dromara saw its population increase from 500 to 2,500. In
Newtownards, Bangor, Larne,
Carrickfergus, Lisburn and Antrim
many thousands of Belfast citizens took
refuge either with friends or strangers.”
In total, more than half the city’s housing stock was rendered uninhabitable
by the bombings. Fifty-five thousand
houses were damaged leaving 100,000
temporarily homeless. Eleven churches,
two hospitals and two schools were also
destroyed.
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THE IRISH CLUB OF WHITE ROCK

A social and support group for the
Irish community for over 20 years

W

HITE ROCK – The Irish Club of White
Rock hosted a very successful St. Patrick’s
Day dinner dance at the Hazelemere Golf
and Tennis Club in South Surrey, Friday,

March 17.
Entertainment was provided by
Brian Nicholl and Rob Walker and
the De Dannan Irish School of
Dance. Members of the Irish Club
– Claire O’Connor, Ian Corrigan,
Cheryl Jorgensen, and Brian
Nichol – gave a great performance
of traditional Irish music.

By DEIRDRE O’RUAIRC

A ladies team is now being organized,
so if there are any ladies out there interested in playing, please give one of
us a phone call or e-mail and we will be
happy to connect you.
The Irish Club would like to express
thanks to the Fraser Gaels for all their
support throughout the past year. It is a
wonderful partnership that helps to
bring many young members to our club.
We now have a great mix of young and
LINDA KINNEY, Rosa Cowell and Margaret Glass at the St.
old.

Honoured guests included the Mayor
of White Rock, Wayne Baldwin and his
wife Jane.
During the course of 2016, the Irish
Club of White Rock lost a long-time and
valued member – John Harrington.

The club was honoured to have Mary
Harrington, along with her son Francis
and daughter Siobhan, join us this year
for St. Patrick’s Day – one of the many
events that John supported and assisted
with over the years.
On March 28, there was a big turnout
for the annual general meeting held at
the White Rock Elks Hall.
The Irish Club would like to say a special thank you to Tom Corless and the
Elks for all their support and for providing space for us.

Highlights for the club this past year
include the St. Patrick’s Day dinner
dance, the summer picnic, the
Blackthorn concert in September, the
Christmas party, and many smaller THE WYNN CLAN – Irish Club of White Rock St. Patrick’s
events in between.
Day dinner dance 2017.
The Irish Club of White Rock supports
the GAA team Fraser Gaels – many
games were hosted in White Rock last
year and we look forward to many more
such events in the coming year.

It was a sold out event featuring great
food and a wonderful evening of music, conversation and new friendships.

John and his wife Mary have been avid
supporters of the Irish community, originally in Prince George, and for the last
30 plus years here in the Vancouver
Lower Mainland.

Doreen O’Keefe, both long-time members of the club and strong supporters
of the broader Irish community in British Columbia.

SHARON WOODS, the president of the Irish Club of White
Rock with Wayne Baldwin, the
Mayor of White Rock.

Patrick’s Day dinner dance hosted by the Irish Club of White

The new executive for 2017/18 is: presi- Rock.
dent Sharon Woods; treasurer Kathleen
Pedersen; secretary Deirdre O’Ruairc;
communications/Facebook/website
Robbie Greville, Claire O’Connor,
Cheryl Jorgensen, Rosella Moloughney,
Colleen O’Keefe, James Woods and
Vinnie Crowley. Together they will plan
a great year ahead.
Irish Club of White Rock is open to all
Irish, to those of Irish descent, or those
who just enjoy Irish culture.
The club has been a part of the White
Rock community for over 20 years, it
is a social and support group for the Irish
community.

There is always a warm welcome for
all new members. Check out our
Facebook page, irishclubwhiterock. CANDY HARRINGTON, Siobhan Harrington Coopman, and
Please like and share!
Aisling Towson at the Irish Club of White Rock St. Patrick’s

President Sharon Woods gave an overAND BRIAN
view of the club’s events for 2016 and DEIRDRE
many suggestions were given for 2017. O’RUAIRC at the St. Patrick’s Those interested in learning more, or Day celebration.
A new and welcome addition to the Day dinner dance at the coming to one of our events, call presiexecutive this year is Colleen O’Keefe. Hazelemere Golf and Tennis dent Sharon at (604) 338-3553 or
She is a life-long resident of the White Club in South Surrey, Friday, Deirdre O’Ruairc (604) 803-0773, email shamrockhome@shaw.ca
Rock area, and daughter of Gerry and March 17.

PATRICK FAGAN and Frank Harrington at the St. Patrick’s
Day dinner dance.

IRISH CLUB OF WHITE ROCK 2017/18 Executive: President Sharon Woods; treasurer Kathleen
Pedersen; secretary Deirdre O’Ruairc; communications/Facebook/website Robbie Greville, TRADITIONAL IRISH GROUP – Cheryl Jorgensen, Claire
Claire O’Connor, Cheryl Jorgensen, Rosella Moloughney, Colleen O’Keefe, James Woods and O’Connor, Ian Corrigan, Brian Nicholl and Rob Walker at the
Vinnie Crowley.
Irish Club of White Rock St. Patrick’s Day dinner dance.
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St. Patrick’s Day Reception
at Irish Diplomatic Residence
Page
Page 5
5

OTTAWA – Jim Kelly, the Irish
Ambassador to Canada, and his
wife Anne hosted the annual St.
Patrick’s reception at the Irish
Diplomatic Residence in Ottawa.
Many who attended were pleased
to meet the new Ambassador and
his family.

[ABOVE] AMBASSADOR Jim Kelly and his wife Anne with Pat
and Laurie Kelly from Ottawa. Pat Kelly co-founded Bradley
Kelly Construction in 1982, one of the leading underground
utility companies in the city of Ottawa. He was also a founding
member of the Ottawa Gaels and in 2012 was presented with
the inaugural Presidential Distinguished Service Award for the
Irish Abroad in the category of Arts, Culture and Sport by the
President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins.
[RIGHT] FR. LARRY McCormick who is in residence at St.
Patrick’s Basilica in Ottawa with Ambassador Kelly and his
wife Anne at the Irish Embassy reception in Ottawa.

VANCOUVER GAA SEASON
May and June 2017
By TADHG EGAN
The GAA season in Vancouver and in Western Canada is now underway and a
number of competitions are coming up over the next two months throughout
Western Canada and in the Pacific Northwest.
Schedule of events for May and June:
• May 22-23 – Teams from the ISSC Vancouver (Hurling & Camogie) will
travel to Victoria to take part in the Highland Games tournament. Teams are also
expected to travel from Seattle.
• May 27-28 – Teams from the ISSC Vancouver and Calgary Chieftains will
travel to San Diego to play in the annual 7’s tournament.

Are you Irish
& new in
Vancouver?
This seminar
is for you!
VANCOUVER – Irish in Vancouver organizers have announced the next Irish newcomers information and networking seminar – Saturday,
June 17, 2017.

Sponsored by the Irish Government’s
• June 10 – The Seattle Gaels are hosting a one-day tournament at Magnusson Emigrant Support Program, the semiPark, Seattle with games on display in all codes.
nar provides advice to Irish newcom• June 17 – The Fraser Valley Gaels are hosting a tournament against the ISSC ers on job hunting, preparing resumes
Vancouver in Burnaby Lake’s Rugby Park.
and information interviews as well as
• July 1-2 – The Western Canadian GAA Championship will take place in Calgary information about networking and setfeaturing teams from the ISSC Vancouver, JP Ryan’s Hurling Club, Fraser Val- tling into Vancouver.
ley Gaels, Calgary Chieftains, Edmonton Wolfe Tones, Regina Gaels among oth- The event will take place at UBC
ers.
Robson Square, Room C180, 800
Spring and summer leagues are currently ongoing in Vancouver and newcomers, Robson Street, Vancouver from 2 to 5
irrespective of ability, are always welcome to attend. If you would like to play PM. Following the seminar, there is usually a social gathering in a pub close by
GAA here, please check out www.isscvancouver.com for details.
so that more informal networking can
Lastly, the ISSC Vancouver and the JP Ryan’s Hurling Club are pleased to an- take place!
nounce that our new club sponsor for the 2017 season is Donnellans Irish Pub
on Granville Street, Vancouver. A sponsorship launch night will be held in the All Irish newcomers are welcome to
attend this event – please register at
coming weeks.
w w w. s u r v e y m o n k e y. c o m / r /
•
Tadhg Egan is the Chairman of the ISSC Vancouver
SeminarJune17.

[In Western Canada find your local Gaelic Athletic Association Don’t wait....it’s FREE....register today!
club by checking online: www.westerncanadagaa.co.nr.]
VANCOUVER – Two design concepts for the Ireland Canada
Monument project proposed for George Wainborn Park in
Vancouver were presented at a public consultation from April
4-25. Although it has yet to grant final approval, the Vancouver Park Board asked people to vote which of two monument
designs they like best: ‘Discovering New Land’ or ‘Seeing
Through History’. Pictured at right is the open house presentation at the Roundhouse Community Centre in Yaletown,
Vancouver. The public consultation process is now closed.
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Cathy Murphy: ‘We’ve seen a lot of changes
in Irish immigration trends to Canada in 5 years’

C

Everybody wants the open work permit – it just gives them more flexibility.
So, we could get up to 7,700 a year.

ATHY MURPHY is the executive director
of the Eamonn O’Loghlin Irish Canadian
Immigration Centre based in Toronto,
Ontario.

We didn’t get that high last year but
we’re still waiting for the numbers to
come out from the IEC, because people might book the visa but not actually
activate it. They might wait and activate it this year instead.

The Irish Canadian Immigration Centre (I/Can) assists the
thousands of new Irish arriving to Canada by offering outreach
and information in areas such as employment, social services, and immigration.

But it’s looking this year like we’re already well over the 5,000 mark, if people actually activate them. So, that’s a
big change.

While in Vancouver last month, Cathy Murphy met with a number
of local Irish community representatives. She also met with The
Celtic Connection to discuss the national mandate of the Irish
Canadian Immigration Centre and changing trends in Irish immigration to Canada.

Interview
by Maura De Freitas

The kind of clients we’re seeing now is
also changing. In the beginning we were
seeing a lot of people come out right
after qualifying.

THE late Eamonn O’Loghlin
was a founding board member
of the Irish Canadian Immigration Centre and the driving
force behind its foundation.

CC: Cathy, it’s been awhile since we
last sat down together and five years
since I/Can was established. Can
you tell us how your mandate has
For some that Skype connection is criti- CC:
evolved over these years?

On
the
question
of
cal, but for others there is a need to funding....where does the funding for
CM: When we opened our doors five back away from that a bit and reach the Irish Canadian Immigration Cenyears ago in April 2012, the mandate out and meet new friends.
tre come from?
was to help new arrivals across Canada
But
the
loneliness
piece,
depending
on
CM: Our primary grant comes from the
with work permits, permanent residency,
housing and employment. That turned your personality, that can be a very big Irish Immigrant Support Program
through the Department of Foreign Afout to be a very ambitious mandate, be- deal and also the employment piece.
fairs Ireland.
cause we’re a national organization.
If you don’t walk into the kind of emSo, we quickly discovered we could ployment you were hoping for on the They have been our pillar funder from
signpost information on housing, and we first day – and nobody does – but miti- day one – very supportive and we work
could signpost information on employ- gating those expectations is a big part very closely with them to align with
their key goals and diaspora policy rement, but we weren’t going to be plac- of our work.
ing 10,000 people a year in employment Some people can be really hard on them- view which comes out about every two
or housing, so had to expand the man- selves, they can get judgemental, they years.
date in some places and other areas pull can feel like they’ve failed....and, of We have that partnership and we also
it back a little bit.
course, they haven’t.
have support from our founding organiAt the five year mark, what we’ve re- If that’s in the personality already, then zations.
alized is that the point of our mandate that combined with as you say, the strain For years the Ireland Fund sponsored
as a centre is to signpost information of emigrating, that can really kick off us with space in kind amongst other
across the boards on all sorts of issues, some rather challenging situations for things.
but work permits and permanent resi- people.
The GAA is a founding partner and they
dency have turned out to be the most
CC: Do you do social outreach with certainly gave us a starting grant and
important aspect of our mandate.
other local organizations?
now they work in terms of sweat eqWe’re still doing employment workuity.
shops in Toronto, we’re still posting a CM: We do. In Ontario we got a Trillium
lot on social media about jobs across Foundation Grant back in 2014 to do They give us access to a critical mass
the country, but really we find that peo- some research on what was happening where if we have a workshop or there
ple figure the piece out. What they re- with some of our clients, what they is something going on and we want peoally need is to find how they can stay if were experiencing, and to help figure ple to have access to that information,
out how we might be able to help with the GAA is great to get that out to its
they really want to stay in Canada.
our limited resources.
members.
The other place where the mandate has
That
project
was
called
‘In
a
Crisis:
We also get a substantial grant from the
grown is the social services part. We
Pathway
to
Care’.
It
started
in
Toronto
Irish Cultural Society of Toronto. They
don’t have a social worker on staff yet,
and then we grew it across the coun- are also a founding member.
but we hope someday to have one.
try.
And the Ireland Canada Chamber of
We realized very quickly there was going to be a need to signpost to social What we did was create a guide for all Commerce in Toronto has until recently
services and in Toronto to give people the major cities in Canada. For exam- been giving us a grant.
direct access to care if they are suffer- ple: If this is happening to you, who do The community organizations have been
ing from depression or loneliness or all you call?
wonderful from the get go, but we also
sorts of issues that may come up with So, if you’re in Calgary and you’re ex- recognize and understand that commuthe immigration process.
periencing these sorts of feelings, or you nity organizations are also not-for-profCC: Mental health is a big issue. It’s have an issue with addiction...where do its.
hard to adapt to a new country, a new you go? What’s the phone number? They’re a bit tapped out and it’s a limculture, all while separated from fam- Where is the office you can walk in to? ited resource so we are trying to move
ily and friends.....without your famil- So, that’s what we did. And we did away from that if we can – although
iar support networks.
reach out to many organizations on the we are very grateful for the support that
CM: Yes, it is, most definitely, and the ground who could help us learn what we have received – given that those
organizations need to thrive as well.
more people who come, the bigger the the pathways to care were.
issues become because the pool is big- CC: So how can people find this in- So, we need to ensure that we are diger.
formation?
versified in terms of the donors we are
Some people think that social media, CM: On our website. We have an es- going to. We’ve worked with corporate
Skype, and all those things have helped, sential guides page and there is a drop sponsors as well.
but there is another school of thought down ‘In a Crisis’ and just about any- For years we’ve worked with
that people remain a little bit too at- thing you might need to know is there. Scotiabank and we’re now looking to
tached and they don’t necessarily setbranch out there. We’ve also worked
tle in as deeply in their new commu- If anybody reads it and thinks there is a with the Thunder Bay Economic Comnity. I think it depends on the personal- resource we are missing or they think munity Development Commission.
we should add....happy to do so.
ity.

CATHY MURPHY is the executive director of the Irish Immigration Centre based in Toronto, Ontario and serves a national mandate across Canada.

So we were getting people in their late
twenties, early thirties, that was the big
demographic. And we were getting a
lot of families.

That has shifted in about the last year
to two years. Now we’re getting a lot
more young people, maybe coming for
just four months while they’re on their
We have social media sponsorships break from college, or maybe before
where they can post information on our they even go to college in their gap year.
Facebook page that’s relevant to our So this is a different kind of client in
clients, and they can pay for that.
terms of their needs.
So, that’s another way to get income And then, lately, I’ve been getting a lot
but it’s something we have to talk about more requests from families again.
all the time and we have to keep coming up with new ideas for funding and So, it’s hard to know what that’s about
because we all know that things are
new sponsorship.
picking up again in Ireland with work.
CC: I would imagine you’ve seen significant changes in immigration pat- I think there are challenges with housterns since you started five years ago ing, depending on where you live, and
when Ireland was at the height of the some of the families are saying they still
feel there might be more opportunities
economic crash.
here for what they’re looking for.
CM: When we started, if the visas for
the International Experience Canada CC: But I understand there are also
(IEC) came out on January 10, it would a lot of people going home now.
be like 12 minutes and they were all
CM: Yes, that’s true. Mostly for two
gone...everyone was in a panic.
reasons.
It went on like that for a couple of years
One is because they’ve been away for
– first there was a paper application and
maybe two to five years and they might
then they went online. Then, about 18
be starting their own families now and
months ago, there wasn’t as much upwant to be closer to home. I think that’s
take. There wasn’t the panic.
a big part of it.
The visas might go by the end of the
Also, because things are picking up ecoyear, but they weren’t gone in 12 minnomically, but unfortunately some are
utes, so that’s when we realized people
going home because they have
weren’t as desperate to come.
to.....because they don’t qualify for
There was a desperation in the begin- permanent residency, or they qualify but
ning, they absolutely had to come....they they can’t compete under the new point
system. And, they’re going home very
needed jobs.
disappointed. That’s a huge challenge.
That desperation seemed to ease off
but there was still uptake, just through- CC: Do you work with the Crosscare
out the whole year as opposed to just Migrant Project in Dublin to help
January. And then, last year was defi- people returning to Ireland?
nitely a bit quieter.
CM: Yes, that’s becoming a really imOur operations have still been really portant relationship.
busy because now we deal with a lot of
There too, you asked me how our manpeople who want to stay.
date has grown....we’re just in the
So, maybe the same amount of clients, throes now of writing our new stratebut asking for different kinds of infor- gic plan. Five years...time for a new
strategic plan and I think definitely it
mation.
would behoove us to be giving inforInterestingly, this year there has been mation on those returning home.
an upswing once again. Not a panic,
but there have definitely been a lot more It fits in with the Emigrant Support ProIECs allotted (it’s a lottery system now) gram and it turns us into more of a
in the first six months because the pro- diaspora centre than just an immigration centre.
gram opened in November.
CC: What numbers are you looking If that’s what our clients need, if their
needs have changed, then we also need
at?
to also respond to that.
CM: There could be, if they wanted to
use them all, 10,700 work permits for So, Crosscare has become a very good
Irish but really we’re looking more at friend, and a very important partner in
7,700 because those other few thousand that way.
are closed work permits and there
hasn’t been much interest in that pro[Continued next page....]
gram.
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“The beautiful thing about Eamonn is that
with his personality and his skill set,
he could cross over all the Irish organizations
and bring everybody together.
He was a very reasonable person
and he built bridges everywhere.”
[...Continued from page 16]

opened our doors. I talked about the
four founding organizations who lobbied
CC: For our readers who might not the Irish Government for our first bit of
be familiar with the Crosscare Mi- funding...but it was Eamonn who led
grant Project, could you elaborate the charge on that.
on this collaboration.
And, it was Eamonn who led the hiring
CM: Sarah Owen is the head of that charge, so that’s how I know Eamonn.
project and Crosscare is a centre in He hired me.
Dublin where you can get information He was there for the first year of
on going abroad.
operation....and before that with the
Crosscare Migrant has grown out of a vision of what the centre could be. So,
need for people abroad needing to re- his mark is deeply embedded on the
turn home and to help them with their centre in the most profound way.
needs across the board – and some We lost him exactly one year after we
people are returning in very challeng- opened our doors. It was tragic for his
ing circumstances.
family....he was young, he was only in
They are really helping us to understand his sixties.
what our clients will need when they And, it was not only a terrible loss for
get back and Crosscare Migrant Project the Toronto Irish community but for
is really helping us to get the right in- everyone who knew him across
formation up on our website.
Canada. People like yourself, who knew
CC: In closing, I would like to just him and made a friend.
ask you about Eamonn O’Loghlin Very quickly, our board of directors
whose name appears alongside the approached the family and said, “look,
Irish Canadian Immigration Centre. we’d love to do this and when you’re
We remember him well for his exten- ready we’d like to go public with your
sive work for the Irish community in permission and then we’ll have a cerToronto but perhaps you could tell emony.”
us a bit about him.
So, we waited a year and then his wife
CM: Eamonn was the inaugural chair Madeleine and his daughter Treasa –
of the board of directors when we his son Rory was in Montreal – were

able to be there for the naming of the
centre.
It’s beautiful because Eamonn had experienced emigration from Ireland, he
had made a life here....he absolutely
adored Canada but he loved Ireland too.
I just think he’s a very positive role
model for anybody who comes from
Ireland.
CC: Eamonn had his finger on the
pulse of just about every Irish cultural organization in Toronto – he
founded the magazine ‘Irish Connections Canada’ and previously published the ‘Toronto Irish News’.
CM: Yes, and he was involved with the
Toronto Irish Chamber of Commerce.
Everybody turned to Eamonn.
The beautiful thing about Eamonn is that
with his personality and his skill set, he
could cross over all the Irish organizations and bring everybody together. He
was a very reasonable person and he
built bridges everywhere.
•
For more information about the
Eamonn O’Loghlin Irish Canadian
Immigration Centre, visit: http://
www.irishcanadianimmigrationcentre.org.
To learn more about Immigration and
Citizenship in Canada and the IEC
program, visit: http://www.cic.gc.ca.

New report details difficulties
for returning Irish emigrants
DUBLIN – Red-tape, employment, accommodation and
emotional well-being are the
main challenges associated to
returning to Ireland according
to a survey of recently returned Irish emigrants.
Forming the basis of a new report by
Crosscare Migrant Project, the responses provide real insight into the
experiences of Irish emigrants who
have made the move back to Ireland
in the last two years. Over 400 people
took part in the detailed research
project.
Many of those who took part in the research were living abroad for between
three to five years. Several expressed
surprise at the unexpected emotional
cost of returning to Ireland. Some
stated feeling alienated upon return.
“Mentally it was tough,” said one, “at
times it felt like the country I was born
in was making it as difficult as possible
for me to move back.”
Others note, “People expect you to just
return to normal as though you have
never been away.”
Overwhelmingly, being closer to family
is given as the main reason for return.
Ireland has recently seen increased
numbers of its emigrants returning from
abroad, with inward migration of Irish
citizens in 2016 up by 74 percent on the
previous year.

Though many of the difficulties raised
in the report affect all of Ireland’s population, these can be very difficult to
overcome for people returning in crisis.

numbers for people coming home with
children.

“We have also been in contact with the
Department of Housing in relation to
barriers for returning Irish emigrants
Speaking about Crosscare Migrant accessing homeless supports.”
Project’s work with returned Irish citizens, Sarah Owen, the Irish Abroad As well as challenges, the report also
features benefits to return and key adNetworking Officer with Crosscare,
said, “As we have been seeing for some vice for others considering a move back
time in our direct work, not all our emi- to Ireland, such as research and budget
in advance, and do it for yourself and
grants make a planned return to Irenot for others.
land.
“Some people come home in very diffi- Crosscare Migrant Project’s new recult situations, with little income or sup- port entitled ‘Home for Good?’ will be
launched at the Global Irish Civic Foport.
rum in Dublin this month, and is avail“For this reason we are liaising with able online at: http://bit.ly/2pCNWds.
•
government over practical issues such
as the application of the Habitual Resi- For more information on the Crosscare
dence Condition, and fast tracked PPS Migrant Project, visit: www.crosscare.ie.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“It is not to political leaders our people
must look, but to themselves. Leaders are
but individuals, and individuals are imperfect, liable to error and weakness. The
strength of the nation will be the strength
of the spirit of the whole people.” – Michael
Collins
[Born October 16, 1890, near Clonakilty,
Co. Cork, Michael Collins (Mícheál Seán
Ó Coileáin) was a soldier and politician
who was a leading figure in the struggle
for Irish independence in the early 20th
Century. On August 22, 1922, he was shot and killed in an ambush at
Béal na Bláth, Co. Cork during the Irish Civil War. He is buried in
Glasnevin Cemetery, Dublin, Republic of Ireland.]
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Martin McGuinness: Unrepentant
to the end for his violent past

N SURELY
the biggest
and most significant Irish
political funeral in living memory, Martin McGuinness was wholly
feted as a statesman last
month.

THE VIEW FROM
IRELAND

By
MAURICE
FITZPATRICK

His tenacity in espousing political means
in the 1990s, despite considerable adversity, was singled out for particular suading the IRA that they could cease
their terror campaign and yet keep
praise.
face.
Yet as late as 1986 McGuinness said in
a BBC documentary, “We don’t believe The rite of absolution, conditional on
that winning elections and any amount a feeling and expression of contrition,
of votes will bring freedom in Ireland. is a tenet of the Catholic faith, of which
At the end of the day, it will be the cut- McGuinness was a life-long observer.
ting edge of the IRA that will bring free- Lord Tebbit, a direct victim of the
dom.”
IRA’s violent campaign, therefore with(The man who said that in 1986 also held forgiveness because, he said, “forclaimed until the end of his life that he giveness requires confession of sins
had renounced IRA membership in and repentance There was none of
that.”
1974).
The cutting edge of the IRA’s campaign
continued into the following decade.
For example, in 1990 the IRA seized an
innocent member of its own community, Pat Gillespie, strapped a bomb to
his person and forced him to drive a
van full of explosives into a British army
base outside Derry, killing himself and
five soldiers.

It is a fact that McGuinness was unrepentant to the end for his violent past.
McGuinness told me in an interview last
year that he made no apology for the
fact that he embarked on a campaign
of violence.
Whether formally ordained by a priest,
or collectively conveyed by the strength
of public feeling, absolution has palpable political potential.
Consider, for example, Adams’ recent
pressure on Northern Ireland Secretary
James Brokenshire to call another election, which indicates that Adams believes that Sinn Féin’s stock could rise
yet higher after McGuinness’ funeral.
Adams’ punt is probably correct. Another election could even result in Sinn
Féin pipping the DUP at the post for
top position at Stormont, a ghastly
proposition for hardline unionists.
In his eulogy for McGuinness, Bill
Clinton imagined what McGuinness
himself would say if he were speaking
at his own obsequies: “Here’s my eulogy: I fought, I made peace, I made
politics.”

True, McGuinness fought for a United severed in a power-sharing executive.
Ireland, made peace for a free Ireland
Ian Paisley Jr. was on cue to conseand made politics for an agreed Ireland.
crate McGuinness’ legacy, “It’s not how
His language evolved with the mode in you start your life that is important, it’s
which he pursued political change. Bill how you finish your life.”
Clinton also urged those who wish to
honour McGuinness’ legacy to “finish Well, no, both ends of a life matter. It
remains very regrettable that Martin
the work of peace.”
McGuinness was so slow to embrace
Would it be unseemly then to wonder if politics.
the journey from armalites, through to
Paisley Jr.’s view, applied more broadly
the armalite and ballot box approach,
and finally to the ballot box as the ex- to legacy issues of the Troubles, brisclusive method of effecting political tles with problems because it misses an
essential point about Martin
change was a defensible one?
McGuinness, one which Bob Geldof, for
Maybe it is unseemly, but the Continu- example, was at pains to highlight.
ity IRA, of which McGuinness was a
stern critic, exists partly because of the Geldof saw in McGuinness’ latter-day
contradiction at the kernel of conversion “a model for why [non-vioMcGuinness’ political life in his adopt- lence] is always better. Always. Always
ing undemocratic means to united Ire- better. You know, that talking and coland and his latter-day embrace of poli- operation, fighting your corner with argument and debate.”
tics to do the same.
Commentators and peers, in their re- The weakness of being selective, and
sponse to his death, were apt to follow borderline amnesiac, in assessing
McGuinness’ legacy is that it downplays
the politicians’ lead, eliding his past and
focussing on the fact that he had per- that important truth.

John Finucane, son of murdered solicitor,
to stand in North Belfast as Sinn Féin candidate
against equality and rights.

BELFAST – Sinn Féin MLA
Gerry Kelly has said that BelSuch cowardice greatly diminished the fast solicitor John Finucane will
perception of the IRA among its sup- stand as the party’s North Belporters.
fast candidate in the WestminWhat a lot of people missed about ster election on June 8.
McGuinness’ Damascene conversion is
that it was preceded by a conversion
on the part of his support base in Derry
which started to realise that the violent
campaign to achieve a United Ireland
was a sham.

“Sinn Féin is the only party which can
take this seat from the DUP, which can
send a clear message to Theresa May
that she has no mandate to take the
north out of the EU, that she has no
mandate for Tory cuts and she has no
mandate to continue to deny equality
and rights for all.

Finucane is the son of the murdered
solicitor Pat Finucane. The Belfast man
was shot dead by loyalist paramilitaries
in front of his wife and three children
at their north Belfast home in February
1989.

When Sinn Féin leaders saw this shift
in people’s perceptions they changed The killing, one of the most notorious
of The Troubles, is shrouded in controaccordingly.
versy amid allegations that the security
By February 1993, the Army Council forces colluded with the gunmen from
of the Provisional IRA sent a message the outlawed Ulster Defence Associathrough their back channel to the then tion (UDA).
British Prime Minister John Major.
Kelly said he was proud to be nominatIt read: “The conflict is over but we ing Finucane and confident he will be
need your advice on how to bring it to a returned as the first nationalist MP for
close. We cannot announce such a the constituency.
move as it will lead to confusion for the
volunteers, because the press will misinterpret it as a surrender.”

“I am confident that in John Finucane
we can return a nationalist MP for the
first time in the history of north Belfast and between now and June 8 we
will be pulling out all the stops to make
this possible.”

JOHN FINUCANE (L) will stand as the Sinn Féin candidate in
North Belfast. He is the son of Pat Finucane (R), a Belfast
solicitor who was murdered in front of his wife and children in
their family home in February 1989.

John Finucane said in a tweet: “I’m
very proud to have been nominated to
go forward for selection as the North
Belfast Sinn Féin candidate for
upcoming Westminster election.”

He said, “This election is a contest be- for rights and for Irish unity and the DUP The DUP’s deputy leader Nigel Dodds
tween those who want the north to re- who support a hard Brexit, support Tory is the current MP for North Belfast
main in Europe, who stand for equality cuts and who have set their face and will seek re-election.

The case against Stephen Fry:
Free Speech or Blasphemy

Martin McGuinness’ legacy vacillates
between such misinterpretations and an
almost obsessive compulsion to draw a
line under the year 1994, the date of
the IRA’s Cessation of Hostilities.
DUBLIN – Gardaí refused to comment
In short, it is a struggle between em- on a blasphemy complaint and investiphasising the political co-operation that gation involving British comedian
happened after that date, and de-em- Stephen Fry.
phasising (or lying about) the violence A member of the public, who asked not
before it.
to be identified, said he made the comHis funeral last month and the extraor- plaint against Fry more than two years
dinary rostrum of world leaders, incum- ago at Ennis garda station in County
bent and retired, who attended it, helped Clare.
to ensure that the seesaw remains The inquiry came to light when the Irish
tipped upwards, elevating the post 1994 Independent newspaper reported on
Martin McGuinness.
May 6 that police were contacted about
Nearly every news article written in remarks Fry made in 2015 to Irish
response to his passing weighed up his broadcaster RTE on a program called
political career thus: on the one hand, ‘The Meaning of Life’.
the fiery young IRA volunteer and com- The individual told the newspaper it was
mander; on the other hand, the politi- his civic duty to complain under the
cian who managed to work with his Defamation Act, which makes blasformer adversaries and who helped to phemy a crime punishable by a fine of
accomplish the enormous feat of per- up to EU25,000 euros.

The footage, which showed Stephen
quizzed by television presenter Gay
Byrne, went viral after it was aired and
has now been seen more than seven
million times on YouTube.

cer in children? What’s that about?’
“Because the God who created this
universe, if it was created by God, is
quite clearly a maniac, utter maniac.

In the interview, Fry was asked what “Totally selfish. We have to spend our BRITISH comedian Stephen
he would say if he were confronted by life on our knees thanking him? What
kind of God would do that?”
Fry.
God.
He replied, “How dare you create a UPDATE: At press time, a report in the ing with the prosecution was because
Irish Times indicates that Stephen Fry gardaí could not find a large number of
world in which there is such misery that
is not our fault. It’s not right. It’s ut- will not be prosecuted for blasphemy. people who were outraged by Fry’s
terly, utterly evil.
Chairman of Atheist Ireland, Michael comments.
“Why should I respect a capricious, Nugent, said it was unfortunate the Nugent said, “Until we have a referendum, this absurd and dangerous law will
mean-minded, stupid God who creates case would not move forward.
a world which is so full of injustice and He said the decision was “even more remain part of the background noise of
pain?”
dangerous than a prosecution would religious interference in Irish public life,
along with the daily Angelus on RTÉ,
Questioned on how he would react if have been as it allows the law to re- and last week’s Dáil vote to force TDs
main on the book.”
he was locked outside the pearly gates,
to stand for Christian prayer every
he responded, “I would say, ‘Bone can- The reported reason for not proceed- day.”
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Senior political figures
from far and wide pay their final
respects to Martin McGuinness

D

ERRY – Mourners at the funeral for Northern Ireland’s former Deputy First Minister
Martin McGuinness included a vast array
of political leaders.
Presidents and prime ministers, past and present, rubbed
shoulders with senior figures
from Northern Ireland’s parties and other individuals who
played key roles in the peace
process.

“There are people
in this church
today whose
presence would
have been
unthinkable only
a generation ago”

McGuinness who died on Monday,
March 20, was once chief of staff of
the IRA but later became Sinn Féin’s
chief negotiator in the talks that led to
the Good Friday Agreement bringing Thousands of mourners heard Bill
peace to Northern Ireland.
Clinton deliver the eulogy where he said
His remarkable funeral was held at St.
Columba’s Church Long Tower in
Derry on March 23.
Ahead of the service, McGuinness’s
beloved Bogside neighbourhood came
to a standstill as his remains – the coffin draped in the Irish Tricolour – were
walked to St. Columba’s Church, led
by a lone piper.
Inside the church, Irish President
Michael D. Higgins, his predecessor
Mary McAleese and former U.S.
President Bill Clinton sat close together.
Many of Sinn Féin’s highest ranking
members – including party president
Gerry Adams, Stormont leader Michelle
O’Neill, party deputy leader Mary Lou
McDonald, Gerry Kelly and Pat
Doherty – were in attendance.
Democratic Ulster Party leader Arlene
Foster attended, alongside colleague
Simon Hamilton and former First Minister Peter Robinson.
Outgoing Ulster Unionist Party chief
Mike Nesbitt also travelled to Derry, as
did Naomi Long and David Ford from
the Alliance Party, and former Justice
Minister Claire Sugden.

“There are people in this church today
whose presence would have been unthinkable only a generation ago,” Canny
told mourners.

[Photo by Mark Marlow/Pacemaker Press]

FORMER Irish Republican Army commander turned peace
The congregation heard that the pres- negotiator Martin McGuinness divided opinion both in life and
ence of McGuinness’s political rivals in death but on Thursday, March 23, 2017 his supporters gave
and opponents at the mass is “the most
him the funeral of an Irish chieftain.
eloquent testimony” to his memory.
“When you seek his monument, look
around you. You, by your presence, are
his monument,” Canny said.
Mourners were told McGuinness was
the IRA commander who became a
mainstay of the peace process.

Canny revealed having many conversations with McGuinness in which the
Sinn Féin veteran said he knew only too
well how many people struggled with
the people of Northern Ireland must fin- his IRA past.
ish the work started by Martin “Republicans were not blameless, and
McGuinness.
many people right across the commuBishop Donal McKeown, Bishop of nity find it difficult to forgive and imDerry, opened the requiem mass by wel- possible to forget,” he said.
[Photo by Jeff J Mitchell/Getty Images]
coming dignitaries, public figures and “By any standards, Martin McGuinness
politicians from Ireland, Britain and the was a remarkable man and his life was THE COFFIN of former Northern Ireland Deputy First Minister
Martin McGuinness is carried through the Bogside area of
U.S.
a remarkable journey.
Derry, for burial at the City Cemetery of Derry.
He then turned to the McGuinness fam- “The values he had, the principles he
ily and said, “For you, this is not the championed are still very much alive.
funeral of a public figure. This is a funeral of a husband, father and a grand- “On that journey many years ago, Marfather and our first thoughts are inevi- tin realised that the time for peace had
come and he pursued the peace proctably with you.”
ess with relentless energy for the rest
Bishop McKeown noted the applause of his days, until illness finally struck
inside St. Columba’s when some politi- him down.
cians had arrived ahead of
McGuinness’s remains, including “In the course of that journey he encountered many obstacles but he reArlene Foster.
mained resolute.
And he thanked those who had been
involved in securing the Good Friday “In conversation, he often repeated that
Agreement who travelled for the mass, there was no other way, we had to conincluding from within Northern Ireland tinually work for the building of peace
and the Republic, Britain and the U.S. and a better future for all.

“It’s a tribute to those who didn’t just
talk the talk but walked the walk of implementing the Good Friday Agreement
that all three of those strands are so
well represented here,” he told mournThe Social Democratic and Labour ers.
Party were well represented by party
leader Colum Eastwood, Foyle MLA Chief celebrant Father Michael Canny
Mark H. Durkan and Alasdair began his homily by asking mourners to
McDonnell. Nobel peace laureate John join him in sharing thoughts and prayers
Hume and his wife Pat, along with the with the people of London following the
president of Co-Operation Ireland, Pe- terror attack one day earlier.
ter Sheridan, were in attendance.
He recalled the many tributes made to
Taoiseach Enda Kenny and Fianna Fail the Sinn Féin politician since his death
leader Micheal Martin represented the
Irish Government.
They were joined by former Taoiseach
Bertie Ahern and Barry Cowen TD,
brother of former Taoiseach Brian
Cowen.

and said it has been acknowledged that
McGuinness spent year after year moving the community towards peace.

[Photo by Paul Faithful/AFP/Getty Images]
“Despite many setbacks, he never became disheartened.”
THE SON of former Northern Ireland Deputy First Minister Martin

After the service, thousands followed
the coffin of McGuinness onward to the
republican plot of the City Cemetery.

McGuinness, Emmet McGuinness (centre left) helps to carry
the coffin of his father on its way for burial at the City Cemetery of Derry.

Elected members of Sinn Féin formed friends, to celebrate and enjoy our difa guard of honour as he was carried on ferences and to do so on the basis of
his final journey.
common sense, respect and tolerance
Gerry Adams said, “Here at the for each other and everyone else, as
graveside of this good man let me ap- equals.

unionist neighbours or anyone else.
“Stand against bigotry. Against sectarianism. But respect our unionist neighbours.

“Let me appeal also to nationalists and “Reach out to them. Lead, as Martin
led, by example.”
“Let us learn to like each other, to be republicans, do nothing to disrespect our
peal to our unionist neighbours.

Victims of Berkeley balcony collapse
reach $20 million partial settlement

Secretary of State James Brokenshire
represented the British Government and DUBLIN – The victims of the The multimillion dollar legal action
Alex Salmond represented the Scottish 2015 Berkeley balcony collapse, against the owner of the Library Gardens apartment block, New York-based
National Party.
which killed six young students asset management giant Blackrock, and
Police Service Northern Ireland Chief and seriously injured seven, will the property’s manager, South CarolinaConstable George Hamilton was also share more than $20 million in a based property company Greystar, is
in the congregation and former Downpartial settlement paid by the com- proceeding. A date for the trial against
ing Street Labour Party spin doctor
panies involved in the design and the two firms has been set for early
Alastair Campbell also attended.
2018.
construction of the balcony.
Leaders from the four main churches
Dublin students Olivia Burke, Eoghan
were represented including the Bishop Seven companies — Segue Construc- Culligan, Lorcán Miller, Nick Schuster
of Derry, Donal McKeown; Church of tion, Northstate Plastering, R Brothers and Eimear Walsh, all 21 and working
Ireland Bishop of Derry and Raphoe, Waterproofing, Abacus Project Man- for the summer under the J-1 visa proKen Good; First Derry Presbyterian agement, IRC Technologies, TCA Ar- gram, died when the fourth-floor balminister David Latimer, and former chitects and LS Mason and Associates cony they were standing on collapsed
Methodist president, Reverend Harold - were involved in the settlement which during a birthday party on June 16, 2015.
Good.
Olivia Burke’s cousin, Ashley Donohoe,
was agreed to on Friday, May 6.

22, from Rohnert Park, California, also
died.
Seven other Irish students – Aoife
Beary, Clodagh Cogley, Seán Fahey,
Conor Flynn, Jack Halpin, Niall Murray
and Hannah Waters – survived the collapse but suffered critical injuries.

THE SIX STUDENTS who died
(Clockwise from top left)
Eimear Walsh, Eoghan
Culligan, Olivia Burke, Lorcán
Miller, Ashley Donohoe, and
The Irish Times reports that the sum Niccolai (Nick) Schuster.
paid in the partial settlement is confidential but is “likely to exceed $20 million based on the number of defendants
sued in the case and the likely amount
of professional indemnity insurance
available to the companies.”

six students killed in the tragedy and six
of the survivors, said in a statement,
“This settlement will never restore
health or life but reflects an element of
justice from the wrongdoers for the
Matthew Davis, the San-Francisco law- deaths and serious injuries caused by
yer who represents the families of the the tragedy.”
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SEATTLE IRISH NEWS
PASSINGS
• Fr. Hugh Duffy, SJ (80), the former
Seattle University professor and Irish
speaker who for several years celebrated Seattle’s annual Mass in
Gaelic, died in Dublin on April 28;
• Jack McGovern, an uncle of
Caroline Cummins of Seattle, died in
Co. Leitrim, April 21;
• Michael Iliakis (80), father of former
Seattle Gaels player Sophia Iliakis,
died in Spokane on April 19;

Auburn.
Coupons for free admissions and
free race programs will be mailed
upon request – call name and address to (425) 582-2688.

By
JOHN
KEANE

For reserved seating or dining reservations, or for more information on
Emerald Downs, call (253) 288-7711.

• Gene Clarke (89), a native of Co.
Meath, died in Ferndale on April 18;

JULY 16 PICNIC – Seattle’s Irish
community picnic is noon-6 PM, Sunday, July 16, at Lake Sammamish
State Park in Issaquah (exit # 15 off
I-90).

• Pat McKevitt, brother of Seattle’s
Dónal McKevitt and Bernadette
Noonan, died in Dublin on April 11;
• John Flanigan (85), a longtime
member of the Irish Heritage Club,
died in Seattle on April 11;

(L-R) PARADE GRAND MARSHAL Tim Egan, Consul General
of Ireland Philip Grant, Parade Honorary Grand Marshal Mary • Angie Nolan (78), a native of WaCharles, and Galway Mayor Noel Larkin at the Mayor’s Irish terford, died in Everett on March 26;
Week Proclamation Luncheon in Seattle on March 10.
• “Myra” Soden (79), a native of Dub-

Games and fun for the entire family,
and all are welcome. Free hot dogs
and hamburgers will be provided but
bring your own drink and a dessert
DUBLINER Adrian Raftery, a to be shared. There’s a covered picProfessor of Statistics at the nic area and several BBQ grills if you
University of Washington, be- bring charcoal.

lin, died in Sumner on March 24;

ing presented the St. Patrick’s
• Mike Durnian (83), a native of Co. Day Medal by Taoiseach Enda
Fermanagh, died in Burien on March Kenny at a ceremony in Washington, DC, on March 15.
13;
• Larry McCormick (72), adopted
from Ireland as an infant, died in
Sedro-Woolley on March 13;

Watch the Tara Academy Irish Dancers and the Seattle Police Pipes and
Drums perform in center field about
30 minutes before the game which
starts at 7:10 PM.

• Beryl Davern (86), born 100 miles
NW of Spokane, died at her home in
Galway on March 5;
• Joe Treacy (92), the brother of
Seattle’s Fr. Bill Treacy, died in Co.
Laois on April 7.

Reduced price tickets ($28 View
Level or $38 Main Level) and a free
Irish Night Mariners’ Cap – visit
mariners.com/Irish or call (425)
582-2688. Special offer is not available at Team Stores or box office
outlets.

ST. PATRICK exults after being rescued by Star Wars Troopers from the 501st Legion at the Irish Festival in Seattle on
Ar dheis Dé go raibh a n-anamacha
March 11.
dílse –

May their faithful souls rest at God’s
right hand

KATE HEFFERNAN, a Trinity
College Dublin law student from
Co. Meath, will spend two
months this summer working at
public service law projects in
Seattle as this year’s Thomas
The four-and-a-half acre cemetery Addis Emmet Law Fellow.
MEMORIAL DAY MASS – An openair Memorial Day Mass will be celebrated at the Seattle area’s Irish
Pioneer Cemetery, St. Patrick Cemetery in Kent, at 10:30 AM on Monday, May 29.

(L-R) FRANK AND SUSAN Finneran, Michael Murphy, and Mick
McHugh at the Seattle Galway Sister City Association business breakfast on March 10.

Founded by Limerick-man Richard
O’Connell in 1880, the cemetery is
the resting place for numerous Irishborn Seattle pioneers and they are
especially remembered on Memorial
Day in addition to remembering those
who have given their lives in service
to this country.
All are welcome, but bring a lawn
chair! For information, contact (425)
582-2688.
COMHALTAS SET DANCING – The
Puget Sound area’s CCE Irish Set
Dancers will perform at the Seattle
Center’s Folklife Festival on Monday,
May 29 at 3 PM at the Fisher Pavilion.

(L-R) SEATTLE JOURNALIST Joni Balter, her husband Tim
Egan who was parade Grand Marshal, and Seattle Mayor Ed
Murray on the reviewing stand at Seattle’s St. Patrick’s Day
Parade on March 11.

The CCE branch organizes Irish set
dancing twice monthly, on the second Sunday of each month at 1:30
PM at the Wilde Rover, 111 Central
Way, Kirkland (next sessions are
Sunday May 14 and June 11), and
the last Wednesday of each month
at 7 PM at Kenyon Hall, 7904 35th
Avenue SW, in West Seattle (next
sessions are Wednesday, May 31
and June 28).

Hurling game starts at 1 PM followed
by games and fun for the entire family – tug-o-war, sack-races, water
balloon toss, etc. For details, e-mail:
picnic@irishclub.org, or call (425)
582-2688.
JULY 25 IRISH BASEBALL – Irish
Night at the Seattle Mariners is Tuesday, July 25, vs. the Boston Red Sox
at Seattle’s Safeco Field.

• Colin Geary (45), son of Jack & Teri
of Seattle’s Owl ‘n Thistle Pub, died
unexpectedly on March 10;

is located one mile east of I-5 on
Orillia Road at 204th Street, just east
of Sea-Tac Airport.

Irish Day features thoroughbred racing with Irish music, stepdancers, free
kids’ activities (pony rides, inflatable
slide, face painters), etc.

Bringing a partner is not required.
For more information, call Jim Belcher
on (425) 402-8363.
SENIORS’ LUNCHEON – All Irish
seniors and spouses and friends,
those of Irish birth, Irish descent or
Irish connections, are invited to the
Irish seniors’ luncheon on Saturday,
June 10, at The Wilde Rover, 111
Central Way, Kirkland.
Free parking at the rear of the restaurant. The lunch is $10 per person ($20 non-seniors) payable at the
door. Reservations are requested to
(425) 582-2688.
BLOOMSDAY – The Wild Geese
Players of Seattle will perform a
staged reading of Chapters 7 and 8
of James Joyce’s Ulysses on
Bloomsday, Friday, June 16, 7:30 PM
at Folio, 314 Marion Street, Seattle.
Ulysses is set in 1904 and chronicles the wanderings of Leopold
Bloom around Dublin on June 16th.
For
more
details,
visit:
wildgeeseseattle.org.
JUNE 25 IRISH RACES – Irish Day
at the Races at Emerald Downs is
Sunday, June 25 at the racetrack in

PASSPORT RENEWALS – With some
exceptions, adult Irish passports can
now be renewed online without submitting anything by regular mail.
A digital passport photo taken with
your own digital camera or smart
phone can be used, and payment is
made via a credit or debit card.
In addition to being very simple to
use, this new online system is about
$40 cheaper than using the paper
application, and the renewal
timeframe is about 3-4 weeks rather
than 8-10 weeks. For details, e-mail:
JKeane@irishconsulseattle.com
SIFF IRISH FILMS – This year’s
Seattle International Film Festival
[May 18 - June 11, 2017] features
several Irish films, including The
Journey, a film about the relationship
between Martin McGuinness and Ian
Paisley – the unlikely duo got along
so well that the two were nicknamed
‘the Chuckle Brothers’
Handsome Devil is an Irish comedydrama about a rugby-averse boarding student who is forced to board
with the school rugby star.
A Date for Mad Mary is about 20something “Mad” Mary trying to find
a date for a wedding.
For other Irish films, more details and
times, visit www.siff.net/festival.
TAOISEACH AWARD – In March, Irish

[Continued next page...]
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Seattle Police Chief
to Lead the Review
of Gardaí in Ireland
DUBLIN – It was announced on May
9 that veteran police officer Kathleen
O’Toole will lead the Commission on
the Future of Policing in Ireland.
Tánaiste Frances Fitzgerald received
government agreement to appoint the
current Chief of the Seattle Police Department to the role, and made the announcement today.
It is understood that O’Toole is finishing up her position in Seattle before taking up the role as head of the Garda
root-and-branch review.

KATHLEEN O’TOOLE

The review will involve a comprehensive examination of all aspects of poShe later rose to become the first felicing, including all functions currently
male police commissioner of Boston.
carried out by An Garda Síochana.
She became a member of the Patten
In the Dáil this afternoon, Taoiseach
Commission, set up to reform policing
AN EAGER YOUNG FAN greets Drum Major Scotty Bach of the Seattle Police Pipes and Enda Kenny said that O’Toole “is an in Northern Ireland, which led to the
outstanding
person
of
great
experiDrums at Seattle’s St. Patrick’s Day Parade on March 11.
eventual formation of the PSNI.
ence”. He added that she has a “deep
understanding of the situation which O’Toole held the position of Chief In[...Continued from page 16]
applies here in Ireland.”
spector of the Garda Inspectorate between 2006 and 2012.
Taoiseach Enda Kenny presented
O’Toole comes from Massachusetts,
the University of Washington’s Adrian
and served as a police officer in Bos- Since 2014, she has held the role of
Raftery with the St. Patrick’s Day
ton in the 1980s.
Chief of Police in Seattle.
Medal for contributions to science, a
medal awarded each year by Science
Foundation Ireland.
Raftery, who has been at the UW
since 1986, develops new statistical
methodology, with a focus on the
social, environmental and health sciences.
His methods have been applied to
problems ranging from weather forecasting to population growth projections.

(L-R) FATHER Tony Haycock
and Daisy Jacobsen at a lunch
following Seattle’s St. Patrick’s
MARY SHRIANE (R) under the
A Dubliner, he became interested in Day Mass for Peace.
direction of St. Patrick himself
statistics as a secondary student at
St. Conleth’s College, and served as FROM THE BOEING WEBSITE – laying the Green Stripe along
a lecturer at Trinity College Dublin Eight times a month, Ryanair takes Seattle’s downtown 4th Avenue
on March 10.
before joining the UW.
delivery of a 737-800 jetliner at
2017 LAW FELLOW – Kate
Heffernan, from Ashbourne, Co.
Meath, and a final year law student
at Trinity College Dublin, is this year’s
Thomas Addis Emmet Fellow who will
be working in Seattle for two months
this summer at the Appleseed Foundation.
Founded in 1997, the law fellowship
program is named for a hero of Ireland’s 1798 United Irishmen rebellion.
Sponsored by the UW and Ireland’s
Free Legal Advice Centers, the fellowship program is supported by
Seattle’s Irish Heritage Club.

Boeing Field in Seattle, Washington,
and flies it non-stop to Ireland, covering the 4,950 miles in just under
nine-and-a-half hours.
The distinctive yellow, white and blue
airplane fresh out of the factory departs late at night, crosses over
largely uninhabited regions of
Canada, Greenland and Iceland,
and touches down midday in Dublin.
Ryanair’s 400th Boeing plane arrived in Ireland last July. By 2024,
Ryanair expects to have more than
500 737-800s and 737 MAXs in its
fleet.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
• BLOOMSDAY EVENT – There is
an eastside Bloomsday event on
Saturday, June 10, 11 AM - 2 PM, at
BookTree Kirkland, the book store at
609 Market Street. For details, visit:
booktreekirkland.com.
• CONGRATULATIONS - Fr. Bill
Treacy, the Seattle area senior Irishborn priest, who celebrates his 98th
birthday on May 31. Fr. Treacy was
born in 1919 in Borris-on-Ossory,
Co. Laois, and after ordination at
Maynooth, has been serving in the
Seattle area since 1945.

INNOCENCE DECLARATION – An
Illinois judge has granted a certificate
of innocence to an Irishman wrongfully convicted in 2012 of the 1957
kidnapping and killing of a sevenyear-old girl.
A judge issued the certificate of innocence to Jack McCullough, who
was jailed for five years following his
2011 arrest. McCullough, a native of
Belfast, lives in Seattle.
MITCHELL SCHOLARSHIPS – Students can now apply for a Mitchell
Scholarship for the 2019 academic
year at US-IrelandAlliance.org.
Twelve scholars will receive one free
academic year of post-graduate
study in any discipline offered by an
institution of higher learning in Ireland with free tuition, housing, a cash
stipend for living expenses, and a
travel stipend.

SEATTLE POLICE CHIEF Kathleen O’Toole, Seattle Galway
Association President Noreen McCormack and Consul General of Ireland Philip Grant at the Seattle Galway Sister City
Association Business Breakfast on March 10.
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Human rights violations, inequality
and sectarianism at the core
of Northern Ireland Troubles

S

EATTLE – “I’m an ordinary woman who
fell into extraordinary times, and ended
up at the peace table,” Professor Monica
McWilliams tells a captivated Seattle
audience on April 20, in an apt location for curious
minds, Folio: The Seattle Athenaeum – a conversation that Professor Serena Cosgrove, Seattle University, moderates.

to ensure, for the first time in the history of Northern Ireland, women would
be represented in the peace negotiations.
Last month, Senator George Mitchell
(Chairman of the Peace Talks) remarked while in Belfast that “Monica
[PHOTOS: Courtesy of The Fix Photo Group]
and the women had an influence hugely
disproportionate to their initial vote in HONORARY IRISH CONSUL John Keane, Professor Serena
Cosgrove, Professor Monica McWilliams and RoseMarie
the process.”

Monica was the only woman signatory
to the Belfast/Good Friday Peace
of her daughter going to that bloody Agreement.
By ROSEMARIE FITZSIMONS awful place, Detroit had its own prob- Since then, she has been sharing her
lems at that time.
experience and lessons learned interMonica was in Seattle to create
nationally, helping women and civil soMonica
reminded
her
mother
that
she
awareness and build support for was leaving a place where their family cieties in other places of conflicts prethe Northern Ireland Human home had been bombed three times. pare for peace negotiations.

FitzSimons.

Rights Fund [NIHRF]. Work After graduating with her masters she Her experience, empathy and capacity
that’s near and dear to her heart. received lucrative offers in the U.S., but to connect with the women and their

Her mother wasn’t laughing at the idea

unique challenges means she quickly
builds trust with women whom she’s
She returned to Belfast and worked in helping.
the university, setting up and running
Back at home she is busier now than
educational programs for women.
she was 20 years ago, hard to imagine.
This evolved into developing leaders at
the grassroots level in both communi- Nineteen years on, some of the key
human rights and equality commitments
ties.
in the Agreement are not yet impleWith so many men in prison, on the run mented – a key one being the Bill of
or dead, women were the backbone of Rights, the advice of which was coa society in conflict.
authored by Monica as Chief Commissioner for Human Rights.
By 1996, war weary, a new round of
peace talks were being planned. Monica Likewise, The Irish Language Act
thought “the women have been doing hasn’t been legislated.
an incredible job, will any of them be at
the peace table? It’s time for their The power of the Good Friday Agreement lay in its commitment to the funvoices to be heard.”
damental principles of equality and huResponses from some men were shock- man rights actively protected by a
ing, comments like “the only table that strong, independent civil society.
they [the women] should be at is the
With Brexit the future for rights in
one they’re going to polish.”
Northern Ireland are uncertain (NorthUndeterred, with neither funding nor ern Ireland voted to remain).
support, Monica co-founded a women
led party, in just six weeks – The North- The commitments made in the Agreement were based on being part of Euern Ireland Women’s Coalition.
rope, the applicability of European ConWomen united from both communities, vention on Human Rights in Northern
across social classes, and from cities Ireland are being jeopardized, and
and rural communities. They had three “there’s a possibility that Northern Ireguiding principles: Human Rights, land, that started out on a march for
Equality and Inclusion.
civil rights might have no fundamental
rights if we leave the EU Convention.”
“We ran a kitchen table campaign
around the bread and butter issues,” and “That can’t possibly happen post con“tapped into the networks of women flict” says Monica. “It’s why the work
and relationships built over 25 years.” of the human rights groups funded by
the NIHRF becomes so important.
It worked. They secured enough votes

Novena of Childlike Confidence
(This novena is to be said at the
same time every hour for nine
consecutive hours – just one day.)
O Jesus, Who has said, ask and you
shall receive, seek and you shall find,
knock and it shall be opened to you,
through the intercession of Mary, the
Most Holy Mother, I knock, I seek, I
ask that my prayer be granted. [Request] O Jesus, who has said, all that
you ask of the Father in my name,
He will grant you through the intercession of Mary, the most Holy
Mother, I humbly and urgently ask
Thy Father in Thy Name that my
prayer be granted. [Request] O Jesus, who has said, “Heaven and earth
shall pass away but My word shall
not pass,” through the intercession
of Mary, Thy Most Holy Mother, I feel
confident that my prayer will be
granted. [Request]
– A&MG
•
Novena of Childlike Confidence
(This novena is to be said at the
same time every hour for nine

consecutive hours – just one day.)
O Jesus, Who has said, ask and you
shall receive, seek and you shall find,
knock and it shall be opened to you,
through the intercession of Mary, the
Most Holy Mother, I knock, I seek, I
ask that my prayer be granted. [Request] O Jesus, who has said, all that
you ask of the Father in my name,
He will grant you through the intercession of Mary, the most Holy
Mother, I humbly and urgently ask
Thy Father in Thy Name that my
prayer be granted. [Request] O Jesus, who has said, “Heaven and earth
shall pass away but My word shall
not pass,” through the intercession
of Mary, Thy Most Holy Mother, I feel
confident that my prayer will be
granted. [Request] – SVS
•
Novena to St. Anthony
O Holy St. Anthony, gentlest of Saints,
your love for God and charity for his
creatures, made you worthy, when
on earth, to possess miraculous powers. Encouraged by this thought, I

She recounts, as a young teenager,
walking peacefully in the civil rights
marches with her father and thousands
of others for their rights (voting rights
for all – not just property owners, reforms in allocation of public housing and
public sector work, and the disbandment
of the B-Specials, a Protestant only
force).
Unfortunately, “these issues were not
addressed at the time” – 30 years of
bitter violent conflict, ‘The Troubles’,
ensued.
“A conflict that was very much about
political identity,” Monica explains.
Human rights violations, inequality and
sectarianism lay at its core.
A natural storyteller, Monica finds
humor in the darkest situations; it has
served her over the years. It goes down
well this night with the Seattle audience.
She tells of the time she won a scholarship to study abroad in the United
States; an opportunity to escape the
awfulness of Northern Ireland and the
terrible loss of a young man, her boyfriend, who had been tortured and murdered.
She wasn’t allowed to go to his funeral,
she had to continue with her exams and
look at the empty desk beside her.
“And where did I decide to go?” she
pauses, then continues “Detroit.” People laugh.

her heart was at home.

NOVENAS
implore you to obtain for me (request). O gentle and loving St.
Anthony, whose heart was ever full
of human sympathy, whisper my petition into the ears of the sweet Infant Jesus, who loved to be folded in
your arms; and the gratitude of my
heart will ever be yours. Amen.
– SVS
•
Novena to the Blessed
Virgin Mary
Novena to the Blessed Virgin Mary
(never known to fail). O most beautiful flower of Mount Carmel, fruitful
vine, splendour of Heaven, Blessed
Mother of the Son of God Immaculate Virgin, assist me in this my necessity. There are none that can withstand your power. O show me herein
you are my Mother, Mary, conceived
without sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee (three times). Sweet
Mother, I place this cause in your

ALICE GARRARD (NIHRF Campaign Director), Noreen
McCormack and Quinn Kearns.

JOHN KEANE and professor Monica McWilliams share stories
– both lived in the Detroit area at the same time.
“These [Human rights and equality] are
the bread and butter issues of the peace
process. One of the reasons we haven’t
gone back to war is because of the
work that the groups do [funded by the
NIHRF], they work with both sides.”

learning to respect the right of the
other.”

hands (three times). Holy Spirit, you
who solve all problems, light all roads
so that I can attain my goal. You gave
me the Divine gift to forgive and forget all evil against me. This prayer
must be said for three days, even
after the request is granted and the
favour received, it must be published. – SVS
•
Novena to the Blessed
Virgin Mary
Novena to the Blessed Virgin Mary
(never known to fail). O most beautiful flower of Mount Carmel, fruitful
vine, splendour of Heaven, Blessed
Mother of the Son of God Immaculate Virgin, assist me in this my necessity. There are none that can withstand your power. O show me herein
you are my Mother, Mary, conceived
without sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee (three times). Sweet
Mother, I place this cause in your
hands (three times). Holy Spirit, you
who solve all problems, light all roads
so that I can attain my goal. You gave

me the Divine gift to forgive and forget all evil against me. This prayer
must be said for three days, even
after the request is granted and the
favour received, it must be published. – PMK, MJD, CC, CB, APW,
L,K,L, K, S, MF, DC
•
Novena to St. Joseph
Oh glorious St. Joseph, thou hast
power to render possible even things
which are considered impossible,
come to our aid in our present trouble and distress. Take this important and difficult affair under thy particular protection, that it may end
happily. (Name your request). O
dear St. Joseph, all our confidence
is in thee, let it not be said that we
would invoke thee in vain and since
thou art so powerful with Jesus and
Mary, show that thy goodness equals
thy power. Amen. St. Joseph, friend
of the sacred heart, pray for us. (For
favour received) – CB

To support Monica and the work of the
Northern Ireland Human Rights Fund:
http://www.nihumanrightsfund.org/support-us.
•
In closing, she says, “What’s great
about it, our schoolchildren are grow- RoseMarie FitzSimons is a filmmaker.
ing up in an entirely different way in Her first film follows the remarkable
terms of a culture of rights being em- story of Monica McWilliams and
bedded, so that they never do to each women like her who find themselves
other what we did, because they’re at the peace table.

Publication of a novena
is $25 monthly
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Canadian soldiers who died
at Vimy Ridge honoured
By EIFION
WILLIAMS

JIMMY BRESLIN [October 17, 1928 - March 19, 2017]

Legendary Irish-American
reporter Jimmy Breslin
champion of social justice

VANCOUVER – Over the
past few weeks there has
been a great deal of media coverage of the First
World War Battle of Vimy
Ridge.

THE 100th ANNIVERSARY commemoration of the Battle of Vimy
Ridge was held at the First World War Canadian National Vimy
Memorial in France on Sunday, April 9, 2017. Among the dignitaries present were Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau,
French President Francois Hollande, Governor General of
Canada David Johnston, Britain’s Prince Charles, Prince
William and Prince Harry. The commemorative ceremony at
the memorial honours Canadian soldiers who were killed or
wounded during the Battle of Vimy Ridge in April 1917.

On April 9, 40,000 people attended
commemorative ceremony at the
NEW YORK – Legendary Irish-American New York City the
Vimy Monument site in Northern
columnist Jimmy Breslin died at his home in Manhattan on France, among them Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau, Prince
March 19, 2017 at the age of 88.
Charles, Princes William and Harry,
Breslin was a three-times-a- wrote about underdogs, small-timers and French President Francois
victims. In addition to writing artiIt is Canada’s largest and principal spoke of the courage and resilience of
week columnist for the New York and
Hollande.
cles, Breslin authored multiple books.

Daily News in 1986, when he
won the Pulitzer Prize for “columns which consistently championed ordinary citizens.”
He levelled the powerful and elevated the powerless for more
than 50 years with brick-hard
words and a jagged-glass wit.
Until very recently, he was still pushing somebody’s buttons with two-finger jabs at his keyboard.

Poetic and profane, softhearted and
unforgiving, Breslin inspired every emotion but indifference; letters from outraged readers gladdened his heart.
He often went after his own, from IrishAmericans with “shopping-center
faces” who had forgotten their
hardscrabble roots, to the Roman
Catholic Church sex scandals.
Los Angeles Times columnist Jack
Smith once described Breslin’s writing
style as being “like an Irish wind that
has blown through Queens and Harlem
and Mutchie’s bar. It is a pound of
Hemingway and a pound of Joyce and
240 pounds of Breslin.”
It was Breslin’s hardscrabble upbringing that perhaps helped define his pugnacious style.
He was born on October 17, 1928, in
Jamaica, New York.
His alcoholic father, James Earl Breslin,
a piano player, went out one day to buy
rolls and never returned.
Breslin and his sister, Deirdre, were
raised by their mother, Frances (Curtin),
a high school teacher and New York
City Welfare Department investigator,
during the Great Depression.
During the tumultuous days of the Sixties, Breslin was one of the first U.S.
journalists to report directly from Northern Ireland.
He blew into Strabane, Co. Tyrone like
a full force gale in 1969 to cover The
Troubles and the rise of Bernadette
Devlin for the New York Times when
she became the youngest MP ever
elected to Westminster in the 1969
Mid-Ulster elections.
[It wasn’t until the May 2015 UK general election when 20-year-old SNP MP
Mhairi Black broke Devlin’s record.]
Breslin never shied away from controversy or taking on authority. He often

Exactly 100 years earlier, the Canadian
Corps gained a memorable victory at
Vimy Ridge, an achievement of great
significance in Canadian history because it was the first military victory
In additional to his newspaper columns, gained entirely by Canadian troops.
Breslin also wrote scores of books on
an array of topics, including baseball The ridge was seven-kilometers long
(Can’t Anybody Here Play This with a commanding view over the enGame?, on Casey Stengel’s loveable emy-occupied land to the east. British
losing team, the 1962 New York Mets), and French armies had previously failed
politics (When the Good Guys Finally to capture it, suffering heavy casualWon, about the 1974 Nixon impeach- ties in the attempts.
ment drama) his ancestral homeland of Following months of meticulous planIreland (World Without End, Amen, a ning and rehearsing, four Canadian Dinovel about the Northern Irish “Trou- visions stormed the ridge at 5:30 AM
bles”) and his Catholic faith (The on the morning of Easter Monday, April
Church That Forgot Christ, on the vari- 9, 1917, a cold day with a mix of rain
ous scandals plaguing the church).
and snow.
In a 2013 interview with CNN, Breslin
summed up his reporting technique this
way, “Keep your mouth shut and your
eyes open and keep moving.”

Though he wrote some novels, it was
real life that interested him. The reams
of his newspaper copy testified to how
he took on all comers.

The operation was a success. Within
12 hours the highest point of the ridge,
Hill 145, had been captured and final
victory was assured after three days
These included Hugh Carey, to whom of fighting.
he gave the moniker “Society Carey” The Canadian soldiers who took part in
for the New York governor’s increas- the battle on that cold April morning in
ingly expensive tastes, and New York 1917 were almost certainly unaware of
City Mayor John Lindsay, subject of his the significance that their efforts would
New York magazine piece, “Is Lindsay hold for the future of their nation.
Too Tall To Be Mayor?”
So why has this particular battle become
But despite his high profile, he did not such an iconic event in Canadian hisfind it beneath himself to take up the tory?
Sunday collection when needed in his
One reason is that the victory brought
parish church.
Canada greater recognition and respect
As has been noted in his obituaries, his from the rest of the world, including
most enduring fame came from his re- making the front pages of the New York
portage on the assassination and funeral Times and the London Times.
of President John F. Kennedy, which
included an interview with the $3.01- The world-wide attention paid to the vican-hour gravedigger who was called to tory made Canadians proud and that
prepare a grave at Arlington National pride has continued to this day.
Cemetery on that dreadful November It was significant that the troops were
weekend in 1963.
also led by Canadian officers who
Breslin was married twice. His first proved to be among the most compemarriage, to Rosemary Dattolico, ended tent in the entire war.
with her death in 1981.
Canadian generals like Arthur Currie
They had six children together: sons and Allan McNaughton took leading
Kevin, James, Patrick, and Christopher, roles in planning and carrying out the
attack.
and daughters Rosemary and Kelly.
Breslin was predeceased by his daugh- One officer, Brigadier-General Ross,
ter Rosemary who died on June 14, declared after the battle, “In those few
2004, from a rare blood disease, and his minutes I witnessed the birth of a nadaughter Kelly who died on April 21, tion.”
2009, four days after suffering from The victory came at a heavy cost. Of
cardiac arrhythmia in a New York City the 100,000 Canadian troops who fought
restaurant.
there, 10,600 were casualties, 3,600 of
From 1982 until his death in 2017, them fatal.
Breslin had been married to former After the war, the Canadian National
New York City Council member Ronnie Vimy Memorial was erected on the
Eldridge.
highest point on the Ridge.

overseas war memorial and is dedicated
to the commemoration not only of the
Battle of Vimy Ridge but to the entire
Canadian expeditionary force members
killed in France during the First World
War.

the Canadian troops in gaining a victory where the forces of other nations
had failed.

In 1922 a grateful French Government
presented the Vimy Ridge battlefield and
the land surrounding it to Canada in perpetuity.

Ben Williams was one of the many
Canadian soldiers who were awarded
medals for gallantry at Vimy Ridge.
Fortunately, he survived the war while
many others did not.

During the 1990s I visited the Vimy Memorial on two occasions with groups of
students and I was struck by their emotional response to the battlefield and the
monument.

This year, the nation honours all those
men and women who contributed to a
victory that has become an important
part of Canadian history.

The thousands of Canadians present at
the ceremony included hundreds of Canadian schoolchildren carrying maple
The impressive monument is inscribed leaf flags. It was a very emotional exwith the names of 11,285 Canadian sol- perience.
diers who were listed as “missing, presumed dead” in France during the First Having lived in Canada for over 50
years, I must confess to never having
World War.
felt more Canadian than when visiting
It was designed by architect and sculp- the Vimy Memorial and others have said
tor Walter Allward, who described his they feel the same way.
masterwork as “a sermon against the
futility of war.” It took 11 years to build There is something about this monument
and cost three million dollars, the equiva- and the circumstances surrounding it
that brings out in Canadians the love
lent of $20 million today.
and appreciation for this country that
The monument was unveiled on July 26, no other experience seems able to do.
1936 by King Edward VIII in the presence of 50,000 Canadian and French I have a personal interest in the Battle
of Vimy Ridge because my Welsh-born
veterans.
great-uncle, Major Ben Williams, won
The soaring white monument has at- a Military Cross for bravery during the
tracted millions of visitors over the past battle.
80 years, impressing not only Canadian
visitors but tourists from many nations He had emigrated to Saskatchewan
who wish to honour those who died in from Carmarthenshire and joined the
Canadian First Division in 1914.
the war.
The Vimy memorial has become a sym- He served for almost the entire war,
bol for all Canadians of the sacrifice seeing action in some of the bloodiest
battles on the Western Front, including
and dedication of these soldiers from
what was then a relatively young na- Vimy Ridge and the later Battles of Hill
70 and Passchendaele.
tion.

These Canadian teenagers of many ethnic backgrounds were genuinely moved
by the towering war memorial and the
names inscribed on its base, many of
them not much older than themselves.

The sense of national pride and confidence in this country following the Battle of Vimy Ridge has lasted to this day.

The battle is rightly seen as Canada’s
coming-of-age event and a significant
The Canadian Government funded sev- milestone towards increasing the couneral student representatives to attend try’s independence from the United
Kingdom.
this year’s ceremony.
Exposing young Canadians to monu- In addition to the April 9 ceremony at
ments like this is one way of assuring the Vimy Monument in France, comthat significant events in the nation’s memorative ceremonies were also held
history are passed on and safeguarded at the War Memorial in Ottawa and in
communities across Canada and in Cafor future generations.
nadian facilities overseas.
In 2007, I attended the 90th anniversary of the battle and the rededication To quote the words of Canadian author
Bruce Hutchinson, “Canada entered
of the monument by Her Majesty the
Queen, Prime Minister Stephen Harper World War One as a colony and came
and the French prime minister, who all out a nation.”
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Gibraltar: Almost
more British than Britain
POSTCARD FROM
GIBRALTAR

By
ELFAN
JONES

W

ITH another
election looming it seemed a
good time to
leave the UK for a short
holiday. I felt in need of a
little light relief from the
political clap trap that is
now bombarding us over
the airways.

MAEVE ABÚ! – Ireland’s Táin March Festival is held annually
from Rathcroghan in Co. Roscommon to Carlingford Lough in
Co. Louth.

[ABOVE LEFT] A LABYRINTH OF TUNNELS were excavated
by the British military during the latter part of the 18th Century
when Britain successfully defended its territory against invasions by Spain and France. Miles and miles of rocky passages
now known as The Great Siege Tunnels meander their way
through the mountain. Canadian tunnellers were particularly in
high demand here during the Second World War for their unique
drilling techniques. [ABOVE RIGHT] GIBRALTAR’S location in
The weather has been dry and pleas- Europe.
ant in Bournemouth but the special offer of a week of half board in a four
star hotel, on the southern shores of
Spain, for £300 including flights and
transfers, sounded too good to miss.
I should have known better. The Reina
Christina Hotel, in Algeciras boasts that
Winston Churchill, Ernest Hemingway,
Cole Porter and Rock Hudson all stayed
there, presumably in the 1930s.
I don’t think it has been decorated since
and yesterday at breakfast they ran out
of butter!! They call it four star but you
can see three of them through the roof,
and whoever wrote that the rain in
Spain stays mainly on the plain has ob- THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU), United Kingdom (UK), and Giviously never been south of Malaga.
braltar flags flying side by side. In the Brexit referendum, GiSo far I have enjoyed one day of sun- braltar residents voted by an incredible margin of 96 percent
shine and three of torrential rain. On to four percent in favour of the UK staying in the EU.
the sunny day I visited Gibraltar.
I always thought that since Gibraltar is
a British Overseas Territory, it must be
an island off the southern tip of Spain;
it is not, it is part of the Spanish mainland.
A gigantic rock covering an area of 2.6
square miles (thank you Wikipedia) with
a small town draped all over the lower
half.
Thirty-two thousand people live there,
all speak English, eat fish and chips and
go to the pub.
The busses and post boxes are red, the
policemen have helmets, the currency
is Sterling, and if it wasn’t for the fact
that there is not an Indian restaurant
every 30 yards, it would be more British than Britain.
We got our empirical hands on it in1703,
and, since it controls the entrance to the
Mediterranean Sea, seem disinclined to
part with it.
The Spanish are none too happy about
this and to be fair to them it must feel
like an unburst boil on their bottom.
Imagine if Gastown was given to the
Russians so all the inhabitants there
would be speaking Russian, drinking
Vodka, playing the Balalaika and doing
that dance that’s hard on the knees.
You would be required to show your
passport every time you entered, and
the place would have Russian flags everywhere: I suspect that even the most

liberal Canadian would be a tad ery, telephone exchange, generating station, as well as food and munition stores.
cheesed off.
Over the years the Spanish have tried The tunnels were so well positioned and
to regain the territory, but Britain suc- equipped that General Eisenhower used
one of the tunnels for Allied Command
cessfully defended it.
Headquarters in 1942 to plan the allied
They attacked Gibraltar during the War invasion of North Africa.
of the Quadruple Alliance (1718-1720),
the Anglo Spanish War (1727-1729), Canadian tunnellers were in demand
The War of Captain Jenkin’s Ear (1739- because many of them were hard rock
1748), and The Seven Years War (1756- miners; an uncommon trade in the UK,
and the Canadians used a diamond drill1763).
ing technique which was 10 times faster
During the American War of Independ- and unknown in Britain.
ence the Spaniards joined forces with
the French and laid siege to Gibraltar Canada sent two special detachments
of 234 miners and engineers. At the
for four years from 1779 to 1783.
front entrance of the tunnel exhibition,
During this time the British dug a net- a Canadian flag, photographs of many
work of tunnels under the rock to ini- of the miners, and an example of the
tially enable them to place 24-pound drill used holds pride of place in recogguns in a strategic defensive position nition of their outstanding achievement.
where building a path was impossible
due to the vertical cliff face. Tunnels Aside from the tunnels there is a
Moorish Castle, a nature reserve, boare now a feature of Gibraltar.
tanic gardens, a cable car with fabuDuring the Second World War, Gibral- lous views, and the famous Barbary
tar was of great importance to the Al- Apes to see, as well as hundreds of
lies and if visiting then one of the shops, all offering “Duty Free” prices.
“Sights” not to be missed is the tunnel
network built by British and Canadian I decided not to eat in Gibraltar, so cannot comment although I am sure that
engineers.
their fish and chips would be excellent.
The complex was needed for protection against the Luftwaffe air raids and So now, as I stand here observing the
had to be big enough to house every- faded glory décor of the uninspired hothing 16,000 troops required to survive tel bar, being professionally ignored by
the grumpy bar man, I wish you a
below ground for 16 months.
buenos dias from soggy Spain.
Inside is an underground hospital, bakElfan

Irish Myth or Legend?
In search of
Queen Maeve
By BARB TAYLOR

Queen Maeve’s legacy can be
found from Sligo in the west,
to Armagh in the north, to the
Cooley Mountains on the east
coast of Ireland. While researching this queen for an
animated film, I journeyed
through her impressive territory.

Re-enactments in each town were led
by a local woman dressed as Maeve,
followed by warriors, druids, and hundreds of school children shouting Maeve
Abú!
Queen Maeve followed the bull all the
way to the Cooley Mountains in the east
where it was hiding, and so I did too.

While I was hiking Maeve’s route over
the mountains behind the coastal town
of Carlingford, the fog lifted and a beautiful view of the lough below was reMy base for the trip was an artist resi- vealed.
dency at the Old Post Office in Clones, A few more stops and my trip was due
Monaghan which is the centre of a vi- to end.
brant artist’s network and in the middle
At the National Museum of Ireland in
of Maeve’s territory.
Dublin, I sketched massive gold jewelWhile there I heard about ancient mas- lery uncovered from countless sites
sive earthworks known as the Black across Ireland.
Pigs Dyke, so I rented a bike and followed small country roads to see them. Beautiful silver jewellery with an African origin led me to consider the plight
It is speculated they were built in the of migrants looking for new homelands
Iron Age as part of a northern king’s in ancient times and today.
efforts to keep Maeve out.
My final stop was Derry~Londonderry
Just south of Clones I visited Queen to read my draft script with a group of
Maeve’s home town in Tulsk.
actors from around Ireland.
Standing at the top of Rathcroghan I learned that Derry~Londonderry itMound the royal enclosure, I saw many self is a border city with a history of
ring forts on the horizon and contem- civil rights influencing cultural expresplated Maeve’s life in the Second Cen- sion in theatre, literature, visual arts and
tury.
music.
Imagine the gold jewellery, the leather I didn’t expect to find Maeve in Derry,
shields and the iron swords. History but soon discovered her influence when
came alive when I visited a purported I decided to climb Sawel Mountain of
entrance to the Otherworld – the Sperrins.
Oweynagat – and saw ancient Ogham
writing outlining the name of one of I was taken aback when I learned its
Irish name is Samhail Phite Méabha
Maeve’s sons.
meaning ‘likeness to Maeve’s vulva’ –
Early one morning, I travelled west to referring to a small hollow in the side
Knocknarea near Sligo to see the high of the mountain. She is everywhere.
stone cairn where legend tells us Maeve
was buried standing up to face her en- Through this journey, I learned where
Queen Maeve lived, who she loved and
emy.
where she waged war. I came to reA hot local debate is whether or not to spect her physical impact on place.
excavate the mountain to find out if her
Some believe Maeve was real, some
remains are really there.
think of her as a myth. Next May, why
One myth about Queen Maeve purports not take The Tain Walk and decide for
that a bull left her herd because it didn’t yourself?
want to be led by a woman. Angry,
•
Maeve leads a raid to obtain her ex- Barb’s research was funded by the
husband’s magical bull.
Canada Arts Council international artThe organization, The Tain March, annually recreates the 300 kilometres of
this story. I walked with them several
sunny days along small country lanes.

ist residency program. She is an independent animation artist of Irish
heritage developing a film about
Queen Maeve.

